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Executive Summary
Background
The need for increasing exploration in India is well recognized in the National Mineral Policy,
2008. The policy spells out the different elements necessary for the development of the mineral
resources of the country, including the need to increase transparency in allocation and
management of mineral concessions in the country. The policy lays an important focus on
developing a Mining Tenement Registry for systematic management of data on concessions,
including status of applications, relinquishment and renewal of leases. While the registry eenables processes in the mineral concession regime, this web-based system would also integrate
with GIS, such that information could be shown spatially in the form of map based service.
The Mining Tenement System
Establishing the Mining Tenement System (MTS) would primarily involve automating the entire
concession life-cycle, starting from identification of area and ending with closure of the mine;
and connecting the various stakeholders for real-time transfer of electronic files and exchange
of data. This shall enable effective management of mineral concession regime and transparency
in operations at the Centre as well as States. At the tactical level, efficiency of operations
increase and at the strategic level, management information is available at click of a button for
interventions and policy decisions.
MTS has been contemplated in a manner that Centre
support to all mineral rich states. IBM, supported by
this project. The Detailed Project Report has been
assessment of operations at Centre (Ministry of
(Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Karnataka and Rajasthan).

shall be providing the requisite degree of
NIC, is the nodal agency for execution of
prepared based on extensive study and
Mines and IBM) and four State DMGs

As-Is assessment
All the processes, starting from registration of an applicant and ending with closure of mines,
were studied in detail. Key process parameters like objectives, stakeholders, data inputs, output
(information), list of documents involved in the process, key performance indicators, processes
inter-linked, process flow, process map and challenges were documented for each of the
processes. The key issues identified for each of the processes are presented below:
► Difficult to reconcile data received by or lying with different stakeholders or received at
different points in time
► Delays in application processing and difficult to track progress
► Inconvenience for the applicants/ concessionaires in submitting documents, obtaining
permits
► Incapability to compile reports with updated and integrated information
Along with the processes, currently operational ICT systems were also studied at the States,
Ministry and IBM. Some of the common challenges noticed include:
► Multiple systems or modules have been developed but are stand alone, with limited data
interface
► Implementation of partial solutions which leads to working on manual as well as automated
systems
► Intermittent network connectivity
► Change management and capacity building aspects have been ignored
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Key interventions
As mentioned earlier, MTS gains its strength from automation of workflow and real-time
exchange of data in electronic format between various stakeholders. This translates into
external stakeholders’ online registration, filing of application, returns and requests; automated
processing of applications/ transactions; and artificial intelligence of the system to make
assessments/ calculations, send reminders/ alerts and generate reports. With the help of
handheld devices, bar code scanners, printers and weighbridges, issues with onsite inspection,
mineral transport data authenticity etc. could be resolved. Following benefits shall be derived
from these interventions:
1. Facilitating reconciliation of data to curb non-compliance and violations
2. Tracking of movement of mineral to confirm with plans and minimize revenue loss
3. Generating MIS reports would allow taking critical decisions at a strategic level
The functional requirement specifications and service level agreements for the system have also
been elaborated to ensure design, development and operations of MTS to achieve envisaged
benefits. The base map for India has been prepared by Survey of India in a physical form. NIC has
digitized these maps on a scale of 1:50,000 and shall provide them as map services to MTS.
Further, the NIC’s data centers will be used for primary as well as DR site.
Implementation strategy
The entire implementation has been divided into three components, viz. MTS at Centre, MTS at
States and GIS, though work on all of these will start concurrently. In regard to the first
components, the core design and development of the system would take place at the Centre with
close monitoring of IBM and NIC. The web application would then be accessible to all Ministry
offices as well as IBM, and routine functioning would be conducted over this application only.
For the entire country to adopt some form or the other of MTS, each State has the following
three options to choose – One, adopt MTS in entirety; Two, adopt only one or more modules of
MTS; Three, provide the requisite data to MTS in electronic form without adoption of any module
(s) of MTS. In the second option, while a data interface between the State’s existing system and
adopted MTS modules would be provided by the Centre, the State may or may not plan for
integration of the two systems on its own. Out of the three scenarios mentioned above, in case
the State opts for first or second scenario, the Centre will provide for customization of the
application to a certain extent to suit State requirements. Further, recognizing the criticality of
the ICT equipment and manpower for success of the project and considering the request of the
States, each participating State would receive support for hardware/ equipment, if required, and
for two technical persons to cater to their ICT needs.
Since all mining concessions are location specific, it demands an integrated system with
necessary GIS interface. In this context, GIS would showcase the concession area boundaries,
GSI maps, cadastral map, forest layer maps and others on the topographic maps of Survey of
India, provided by NIC. For the current data at the States, the agency (vendor) implementing the
project would digitize and plot on the spatial maps. Post-implementation of this system, the
applicant will have to provide digital maps with DGPS surveyed data.
For design, development, installation, commissioning and support of the system, an
implementation agency is being proposed. This vendor’s selection process shall consume 6
months time from the day tender documentation finalization process starts. The contract period
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with this agency shall be 7 years, comprising 2 years development and setting-up time and 5
years’ operation and maintenance.
Governance structure
To govern the implementation of the project, three groups, namely Core committee, Strategic
Control Unit and Technical Evaluation committee have been proposed to be constituted. The
Core committee’s primary role will be to provide strategic direction to the project and act as a
platform for coordination between internal and external stakeholders.
IBM, supported by NIC, would form the Strategic Control Unit for the project. The primary
responsibilities of IBM would include administration activities of the entire project, all
stakeholder coordination and management of contract with the consultant as well as the IA. It
will recommend further course of action for MTS after the IA exits. The entire secretariat as well
as mining domain handling role would be that of IBM. The key roles of the NIC team would be to
provide technical direction to the project by involvement in MTS design & development, support
Core Committee in review of deliverables, monitor customization requirements of States and
advice on optimal solution and guide local IBM and State teams in MTS adoption. Successful
implementation and management of the project would require about 10 ICT posts at the central
level and two ICT posts in each State.
As prescribed in the General Financial Rules, 2005, a Technical Evaluation Committee will be
constituted at Ministry of Mines to manage vendor procurement, including finalizing tender
documents (RFQ and RFP) and evaluating tenders. A Project Management Unit, comprising of
consultants, will be setup by and under the Strategic Control Unit to support in the functioning of
all these committee, and at the same time, monitor and review the project progress as per plan.
Way forward
The following next steps would need to be taken for efficient and effective implementation of
MTS at the Centre as well as States.
1. Constitute committees
2. Appoint consultants who shall constitute the PMU
3. Set-up of State Implementing Units, which will include two ICT personnel by States
4. Firm-up plans with other departments like GSI for exploratory data (maps), NIC for data
centre/ disaster recovery, NICmaps and NICnet
5. Finalize tender documentation (EOI and RFP) for procurement of vendor
6. Coordinate with States for signing of MoU, understanding States’ manpower and end user
computing requirements
7. Change management – Equal emphasis of change management and capacity building is
utmost important for early adoption of the system and at the same time, make it
sustainable
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1

Project Background

1.1 Introduction
Minerals are vital raw material for development of infrastructure, capital goods and basic
industries in any country. India is fortunate that it is blessed with ample resources of a number
of minerals. It is globally well accepted amongst the geologists that India has the geological
environment for discovery of many deep seated precious minerals. This premise is based on the
assumption that India belongs to an ancient land-mass which gave many resource-rich countries
like Australia, South Africa and Latin America. Considering the resource potential available with
India, exploration, extraction and management of minerals acquires a priority. However, unlike
other mineral resource rich countries, identified potential mineral bearing areas in India require
further exploration. To achieve this, it is important to attract high risk investment and State-ofart technology for scientific and detailed exploration in the country, which is integrated into the
overall strategy of the country’s economic development.
The need for increasing exploration in the country is well recognized in the National Mineral
Policy, 2008 (NMP 2008). The policy spells out the different elements necessary for the
development of the mineral resources of the country, including the need to increase
transparency in allocation and management of mineral concessions in the country. The policy
lays an important focus on developing a Mining Tenement Registry for systematic management
of data on concessions, including status of applications, relinquishment and renewal of leases.
Such Registry would include a component on spatial data. The policy provides that a Tenement
Registry will give information of both leasehold areas as well as freehold areas. The primary
objective of this data would be to facilitate online information to prospective investors on what is
available for reconnaissance, prospecting and mining. Summaries of work done by public
agencies will be made available through this system for suitable value addition at the user end.
The regulation of mines and development of minerals is undertaken in terms of the Mines and
Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act, 1957. In exercise of its powers vested under the
Act, the Central Government has framed two sets of Rules – Mineral Concession Rules, 1960,
and Mineral Conservation and Development Rules, 1988. The legislative framework provided by
the Act and Rules guide the regulatory framework for administration, regulation and
development of non-fuel minerals in the country. However, even though all the State
Governments are required to administer mineral concessions in terms of the uniform legislative
framework, various State Governments have achieved different levels of maturity in mineral
administration and levels of automation in their operations taking into account their
administrative requirements. Data management is largely in physical form. Even where some einitiatives have been taken, there is a complete lack of interfaces for systems at State level to
communicate. There is a necessity to bring in an e-enabled system that allows common work
processes to be performed efficiently by all the regulators and at the same time provide a tool
for data management at national level.

1.2 Project Vision
In line with the objectives of National Mineral Policy, 2008, and the need to bring in efficiency in
work flow processes and data management, the Government has envisaged setting up a Mining
Tenement System (MTS). This system would primarily facilitate e-enabling various processes of
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mineral concession regime and allow adoption of a comprehensive approach towards
development of resources in the country. The system would enable creation of a single
repository of data, even though updated separately by each State Government. It would promote
information sharing for critical operational as well as strategic decision making. Customized MIS
reports would be available to regulators at various levels on real-time basis, with minimum
errors to facilitate informed decision making, forecasting, trend analysis not only at State level
but also on National level. The system would enable reduction of turnaround time of services.
While integration and sharing of data is being proposed, the final objective would be to facilitate
a single window interaction with Government for the users more efficiently.
This system was conceptualized in 2008 by Ministry of Mines, wherein its subordinate office of
Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM), supported by National Informatics Centre (NIC), will be the nodal
agency for executing this system.
While MTS e-enables processes in the mineral concession regime, this web-based system would
also integrate with Geographical Information System (GIS), such that information could be shown
spatially in the form of map based service. More specifically in regard to GIS, the system would
provide GIS enabled platform for integrated location-specific services for mineral inventory as
well as transaction based geo-enablement services for MTS MIS report. The key objectives of
MTS are to:
► Facilitate the applicant in identifying suitable and available area for obtaining mineral
concession
► Automate entire concession life-cycle, starting from identification of area and ending with
closure of the mine
► Ensure transparency in mineral application processing
► Create databases and generate MIS reports to facilitate reporting to Ministry, IBM and State
DMGs
► Online submission of notices and returns and status tracking for concessionaires
► Monitor and evaluate the mining scenario, operational as well as strategic, for each State as
well as Country as a whole
► To provide GIS enabled platform for integrated location specific services for mineral
inventory as well as transaction based geo-enabled services for MTS
On the whole, while the primary drivers for the system are convenience, efficiency and
transparency for all, automation, integration and standardization are the key changes this
system proposes to make. This is depicted in the figure below.
Figure 1: Fundamentals of MTS
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Transparency
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Closure
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1.3 Project Structuring
This project has been finalized through consultation, cooperation as well as collaboration among
Ministry of Mines, IBM, GSI, NIC and State Governments persistently for more than three years.
MTS has been contemplated in a manner that Centre shall be providing the requisite support to
all mineral rich states. IBM is the nodal agency for MTS since its inception and NIC is required to
provide technical direction to this e-enablement.
In 2011, consultants were selected for preparing a Detailed Project Report (DPR) and
preparation of Request for Proposal (RFP) for selection of Implementing Agency (IA) for
implementing MTS. Consultants conducted current State assessment at Centre (Ministry of
Mines and IBM) and four states i.e. Karnataka, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Rajasthan. On the basis
of this study, national workshops were held in Delhi and Nagpur to take inputs from the
stakeholders. Workshops helped the team immensely in confirming issues identified during the
study and designing process improvements and functional requirement specifications for MTS.
Thereon, DPR was prepared incorporating current assessment, gap analysis, process
reengineering, leading practices, technical solution, implementation plan, project costs and the
way forward. The next chapter deals with the first step of the MTS journey i.e. current State
assessment and issue analysis. Detailed reports on as-is assessment and functional
requirements form part of the enclosure.

1.4 About the report
The Detailed Project Report (‘DPR’) has been prepared based on extensive study and assessment
of Centre (Ministry of Mines, Indian Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey of India) and four
State DMGs (Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Karnataka and Rajasthan).
A brief overview of the phases, starting from current status assessment and ending with the
DPR and tender documentation, has been presented below:
► Phase 1(Centre Study)
§ Study of the regulatory framework including Mines & Minerals (Development and
Regulation) Act, 1957, Draft Mines & Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act
2011, Mineral Concession Rules 1960, Mineral Conservation and Development
Rules 1988, National Mineral Policy 2008, Model State Policy 2010
§ Stakeholder analysis of Ministry of Mines, Indian Bureau of Mines, State DMGs,
Geological Survey of India, Exploration bodies like MECL, Approval / Clearance
bodies like Central Pollution Control Board, Department of Land Records,
Ministry of Environment and Forest and industry Associations
§ Process study including objectives, process owner, stakeholders, input &
outputs, documents/records, key performance indicators, inter-linked processes,
timelines, MIS reports, workflows and process maps
§ IT system study including objectives, developer, criticality, owner, stakeholders,
technology, inputs & outputs, documents, key performance indicators, interlinkages, transactional volumes, timelines, MIS reports, workflows, challenges
and flow diagrams
§ Key Issues Identified at the Centre
§ Information requirements of Ministry of Mines and Indian Bureau of Mines
§ A workshop was also conducted to apprise the stakeholders of the process study,
gaps and issues identified and envisaged solutions
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► Phase 2 (Four States – Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Karnataka and Rajasthan)
§ Study of the regulatory frameworks
§ Stakeholder analysis of the State DMGs
§ As-Is process study of the State specific processes and IT systems
§ Gap analysis and To-Be requirements
► Phase 3 (Functional Requirements Specification)
§ To-Be Process documentation with the key improvement areas envisaged and
benefits on the four parameters – Changes in Act / Rules, Design of Business
Rule, Awareness among external stakeholders, Buy-in from internal stakeholders
§ Process documentation including existing and new process flows, inputs &
outputs, actors and key performance indicators, electronic form requirements,
MIS reports and process flow diagrams
§ Services and Service Levels of MTS
§ Solution landscape
§ Stakeholder, Process and Technology requirements
§ Detailed Functional Requirements- Core Processes, non-functional requirements,
External user interface requirements
§ State system evaluation and comparison of unique and common features
► Phase 4 (Global Best Practices, Detailed Project Report and RFP)
§ Global Best Practices
o Study of the best practices of International and Indian States including
Western Australia, New South Wales, British Columbia, Ghana,
Philippines, Andhra Pradesh and Odisha
o The study included Salient features, Statistics, Political, Economic,
Social, Technology, Legal & Environmental analysis and key learning’s for
India
§ Detailed Project Report
o Overview of the first three phases of Process study at Centre and four
States, Gap analysis, To-Be process and Functional Requirements
specifications’
o Solution architecture of the ICT blueprint including Governance, Users,
External Devices, Communication Channels, Application & Data layers,
System software, Security control and monitoring, Data Centre and DR,
interfaces and adapters, Network and Volumetric estimates
o Change Management and Capacity building
o Risk management
o Implementation strategy
§ Tender documentation
o Conditions of Contract
o Commercial Formats
o Scope of Work
o Service Levels
o FRS
o System specifications
The deliverables of first three phases & Global Best Practices report, financial estimates and
Memorandum of Understanding between IBM and State Mining Departments have been provided
as enclosures along with the DPR.
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2

Process Study

This project involved extensive study of the entire mining life cycle encompassing the roles and
functions of all the stakeholders viz. Ministry of Mines, IBM, State Government and the
concessionaires/applicants. The State processes studied are broadly the same though there are
minor interstate variations with regard to processing of mining applications. The following
processes have been studied as a part of this study:
► Grant and Execution of Reconnaissance Permit (License)
► Grant and Execution of Prospecting License
► Grant and Execution of Mining Lease
► Working of Concession (Post execution of ML)
► Approval of Mining Plan/Scheme of Mining
► Prior Approval
► Modification of Lessee’s details
► Transfer of Mining Lease
► Renewal of Mining Lease
► Royalty Payments
► Submissions of Returns and Notices
► Inspection of Mines
► Revisions
► Temporary discontinuance of Mines
► Stoping of Vein
► Final Closure of Mines
► Forfeit of Financial Assurance

2.1 Key Result Areas
Key Result Areas (KRA) form the basis of conducting gap analysis and suggesting key
interventions for the processes studied across mining cycle. KRA for the processes are listed
below.
Table 1: Key Result Areas
S.
No.
1.

2.
3.

Process Name

Key Result Areas

Grant and Execution of
Reconnaissance
Permit/
Prospecting License / Mining
Lease
Execution of Mining Lease

Reduction in time frame for grant of concessions

5.
6.

Approval
of
Mining
Plan/Scheme of Mining
Modification
of
Lessee’s
details
Transfer of Mining Lease
Renewal of Mining Lease

7.

Royalty Payments

4.

Reduction in time taken for processing of documents
Accurate processing of documents
Reduction in time for approval of Mining Plan
Prompt amendment of changes
Timely tracking of transfers
Timely tracking of leases which are about to expire
Reduced time span for renewal by Department
Easy reconciliation of returns with Mining Plan and
passes
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S.
No.

Process Name

8.

Key Result Areas

9.

Submissions of Returns and
Notices
Inspection of Mines

10.

Revisions

11.

Temporary discontinuance of
Mines
Stoping of Vein
Final Closure of Mines
Forfeit of Financial Assurance

12.
13.
14.

Efficient way to generate transit passes and trip sheets
Easy reconciliation of returns with Mining Plan, passes
and royalty paid
Observations to be incorporated in database
Timely action on such inspection observations
Timely tracking of petitions filed
Availability of decisions online
Maintenance of record of discontinued mines
Effectively track stoping of vein
Successful closure of mines
Timely forfeit of financial assurance

2.2 As – Is Process Study and Gap Analysis
This project has involved detailed study of the processes operational at the Central level at
Ministry of Mines and IBM, Nagpur and in the 4 States of Karnataka, Rajasthan, Gujarat and
Chhattisgarh. During these visits detailed discussions were held with the officers concerned on
the existing processes and the challenges encountered by the Department.
Key process parameters like objectives, stakeholders, data inputs, output (information), list of
documents involved in the process, key performance indicators which helps in identifying if the
process is efficient and effective, any other processes inter-linked, process flow & maps and
challenges were documented for each of the processes presented below. The summarized view
of the studied processes is shown in the diagram below.
Figure 2: Grant of Concession Workflow
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Figure 3: Post Grant of Concession Workflow
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The process issues identified have been presented below.
2.2.1
Ministry of Mines and IBM
The areas of improvement and gaps identified in the process are described below:

Sr.
No.
1.

2.

3.

Table 2: Gap Analysis for Ministry of Mines and IBM
Issues
Description
Division
/
Office
/
Groups
Absence
of Presently there is no workflow based Ministry, IBM
work
flow system in the centre. A workflow and
State
system
based system would have a great DMGs
impact in standardizing processes
and improving the productivity of the
employees
Integration
Presently the Registration system is Ministry, IBM
with
not live. However, there is a need to and
State
Registration
integrate the registration id with the DMGs
module
existing / future systems to uniquely
identify an applicant/concessionaire.
Integration of IBM has an extensive database IBM
IBM databases existing in silos. This results in
redundant activities like entering of
data separately in each module.
There is a need to integrate the

Applications

MCAS,
MCAS-IBM

MCAS, MCAS
–
IBM,
Revision
Application,
IBM Modules
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Sr.
No.

Issues

4.

Interfaces
between IBM,
State
DMGs,
other
Ministries

5.

Online
application for
RP, PL, ML

6.

Online
information
regarding area
status
for
leasehold and
freehold areas
Data
management

7.

8.

9.

Absence
of
inter-linkage
between
the
database
modules
Absence
of
qualified
IT
professionals

Description

existing
modules
where
ever
information would be required.
The
current
channel
of
communication between Ministry,
State DMGs and IBM is through the
postal system. This results in loss of
time and a delay in the response
from all departments. An electronic
file transfer mechanism would help in
reduction of the time consumed due
to the postal service.
Currently the applicant presents a
physical form duly filled to the State
DMGs for processing. The details are
captured in the systems in the State
DMGs, IBM and Ministry resulting in
redundancy of efforts across all the
locations. Also concerns have been
raised regarding the shortage of
manpower resulting in incomplete
entry of application form details in
the databases. An online application
portal would reduce the manpower
efforts and promote better process
standardizations.
Presently information regarding the
freehold, leasehold area is not
available online. Availability of
detailed information on the same
would facilitate the entrepreneurs to
make a better decision.
Current procedure is manual entry of
data for which IBM does not have the
required manpower. Also this is error
prone and requires a lot of effort.
Absence of inter-linkages results in
redundancy of efforts. The same
data needs to be inserted separately
in to the seven modules. This also
leads to silos of data with gaps.
TMIS cell officers are drawn from the
existing IBM officers who have
limited exposure to IT. With the
envisaged IT investment, it is

Division
Office
Groups

/
/

Applications

All
Stakeholders

All systems

State DMGs

State DMG
applications

IBM

State DMGs
applications,
IBM
applications

IBM

IBM

Various
stakeholders
(information
providers),
IBM
IBM Modules

IBM

IBM Modules
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Sr.
No.

10.

11.

12.

Issues

Lack
of
awareness of
IBM processes
and
future
scope
of
expansion
amongst
stakeholders
No
consolidated
view
or
dashboard for
senior
management
Lack
of
information
sharing
amongst and
within states
and
their
respective
units/divisions

Description

desirable to have a dedicated IT Cell
for supporting IT requirements for
IBM.
Awareness needs to be raised
amongst the existing stakeholders to
make the envisaged IT operations a
success. It is desirable to conduct
workshops to make the stakeholders
aware of the future plans of IBM.

Absence of a dashboard results in
the lack of availability of real-time
information
for
the
senior
management. A dashboard would be
helpful in presenting the real time
mining industry scenario to the
senior management.
The lack of information sharing
results in each state/unit/division
working in silos. Sharing of
information
would
enable
the
reusability of existing information
enabling improved management. An
applicant’s background check can
also be performed efficiently in case
sharing of information takes place
within states.

Division
Office
Groups

/
/

Applications

MTS
Stakeholders

NA

Senior
Management

NA

State DMGs

NA

2.2.2
Karnataka
The areas of improvement and gaps identified in the process are described below:
Table 3: Gap Analysis for Karnataka
Sr.
No
1.

Process Name

Gap Identified

Grant
and
Execution
of
Reconnaissanc
e permit

► Difficult to reconcile RP reports and the RP Plan as both are
received as hard copies.
► Time consuming to check exclusivity of RP with PL and ML before
granting the permit due to unavailability of software to compare
the sketches submitted by applicant with the maps available with
State mining department.
► Difficult to compile report for Pendency of Applications from the
manual records.
► RP reports submitted by various concessionaires are in non
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Sr.
No

Process Name

Gap Identified
►

2.

Grant
and
Execution
of
Prospecting
License

►
►

►
►
►
3.

Grant
and
Execution
of
Mining Lease

►

►
►
►
►
4.

Grant
of
notified area

►
►

5.

6.

Working
of
Mining Lease
(Post
execution
of
ML)
Approval
of
Mining Plan /
Scheme

►
►

►
►
►

7.

Prior Approval

►

8.

Correction

►

of

standardized formats.
No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession.
Difficult to reconcile PL reports and the PL Plan as both are
received as hard copies.
Time consuming to check exclusivity of PL with RP and ML before
granting the license due to unavailability of software to compare
the sketches submitted by applicant with the maps available with
DMG.
Difficult to compile report for Pendency of Applications from the
manual records.
No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession
Manual processes and number of approvals delay the process of
grant of PL
Time consuming to check exclusivity of ML with RP and PL before
granting the license due to unavailability of software to compare
the sketches submitted by applicant with the maps available with
DMG.
Difficult to compile report for Pendency of Applications from the
manual records.
No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession
Manual processes and number of approvals / clearances delay the
process of grant of ML
Approvals / clearances from other agencies like MoEF, Pollution
Control Board etc delay the process
No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession
Approvals / clearances from outer agencies like MoEF, Pollution
Control Board etc delay the process
Difficult to reconcile reports and the Mining Plan for the purpose of
inspection
Details of the conversion of the minerals to processed minerals
and the investment along with production details is difficult to
capture
Quality of the MP submitted is poor and non standardized due to
the applicants fault
Time consuming process to compare site inspection report with
MP
Time consuming to reconcile MP with the returns and royalty
reports
Multiple levels of review within Ministry and the usage of nonelectronic mode of communication with IBM, State Government
and other agencies leading to delays in the approval process
Amendments to lessee’s information requires search of manual
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Sr.
No

Process Name

Gap Identified

Lessee’s
Details
9.

Transfer
of
Mining Lease

►
►
►
►

10.

Renewal
of
Mining Lease

►
►

11.
12.

13.

Payment
Royalty
Filing
Returns

of

►

of

►
►
►

Inspection
Mines

of

►
►
►

14.

Revision

►
►
►

15.

16.

17.

Temporary
Discontinuance
of Mine
Final closure of
Mine

Forfeit
Financial
Assurance

of

►

records and comparing the records with the new supporting
documents. It is time consuming and laborious task since original
records are not maintained in electronic format
No report of Transfer Application and Rejections is submitted to
Ministry
Delay in obtaining NOC from department for no pending arrears of
the first lessee
Registers need to be updated manually after the transfer
Transfer requires approval of the Government which takes lot of
time and hence delay the process
No Report of Renewal Application and Rejections submitted to
Ministry
No reconciliation of Renewal plan Review Report with initial Mining
Plan
No reconciliation of Royalties with the Permits issued and
production reports
No reconciliation of the returns with the Mining Plan
No reconciliation of the permit/pass issued with the returns filed
No reconciliation of the monthly returns with the annual returns
filed by lessee
Lack of workflow based system to update inspection report and
send to Ministry and IBM
Delay in generation of Pendency Report
Difficult to reconcile Inspection Report and Mining Plan and
Closure report
Dissatisfied applicants often file frivolous cases in courts which
creates extra pressure on the Department
Inter-linkages between prior approval and revision module is not
established
Real time information sharing between Centre and the States on
the revision applications is desirable
No report generated for mines temporarily discontinued

► Relinquished Area Notification on Geo maps is not available as
soon as relinquishment happens
► Difficult to reconcile Mining Plan and Mining Closure Plan
► No database of health of mines is maintained
► Difficult to check compliance of rehabilitation measures with the
Mining Plan

2.2.3
Rajasthan
The areas of improvement and gaps identified in the process are described below:
Table 4: Gap Analysis for Rajasthan
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Sr.
No
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Process Name

Gap Identified

Grant
and
Execution
of
Reconnaissance
Permit
Grant
and
Execution
of
Prospecting
License
Grant
and
Execution of Mining
Lease

► No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession.
► No Verification of the data entered in the system

Working of Mining
Lease
(Post
execution of ML)
Approval of Mining
Plan / Scheme of
Mining

► Details of the conversion of the minerals to processed
minerals and the investment along with production details is
difficult to capture
► Quality of the MP submitted is poor and non standardized due
to the applicants fault
► Time consuming process to compare site inspection report
with MP
► Time consuming to reconcile MP with the returns and royalty
reports
► Multiple levels of review within Ministry and the usage of nonelectronic mode of communication with IBM, State
Government, GSI and other agencies leading to delays in the
approval process
► Amendments to lessee’s information require a search of
manual records (original physical application forms) and
comparing the records with the new supporting documents. It
is time consuming and laborious task since original records
are not received from applicant in electronic format
► No report of transfer application and rejections is submitted
to Ministry
► Delay in obtaining NOC from department for no pending
arrears of the first lessee
► Transfer requires approval of the Government which takes lot
of time and hence delay the process
► No report of renewal application and rejections submitted to
Ministry
► No reconciliation of renewal plan with the initial mining plan
► No reconciliation of Royalties with the Permits issued and
production reports
► Lack of standardization of royalty payment process

6.

Prior Approval

7.

Correction
of
Lessee’s Details

8.

Transfer of Mining
Lease

9.

Renewal of Mining
Lease

10.

Royalty payments

► No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession.
► No Verification of the data entered in the system
► No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession
► Manual processes involved in the submission of applications
for ML and applications for approvals / clearances to MoEF
and PCB delay the process of grant of ML
► Details of the conversion of the minerals beneficiated /
upgraded minerals and the investment along with production
details is difficult to capture
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Sr.
No
11.

Process Name

Gap Identified

Filing of returns

► No reconciliation of the returns with the mining plan
► No reconciliation of the permit/pass issued with the returns
filed
► No reconciliation of the monthly returns with the annual
returns filed by lessee
► Lack of workflow based system to update inspection report
and send to Ministry and IBM
► Delay in generation of Pendency Report
► Difficult to reconcile Inspection Report and Mining Plan and
Closure report
► Dissatisfied applicants often file frivolous cases in courts
which creates extra pressure on the Department
► Inter-linkages between prior approval and revision module is
not established
► Real time information sharing between Centre and the States
on the revision applications is desirable
► No report generated for mines temporarily discontinued

12.

Inspection of Mines

13.

Revision

14.

Temporary
Discontinuance
Mine
Final closure
Mine

15.

16.

of
of

Forfeit of Financial
Assurance

► Relinquished Area Notification on Geo maps is not available as
soon as relinquishment happens
► Difficult to reconcile Mining Plan and Mining Closure Plan
► No database of health of mines is maintained
► Difficult to check compliance of rehabilitation measures with
the Mining Plan

2.2.4
Gujarat
The areas of improvement and gaps identified in the process are described below:
Table 5: Gap Analysis for Gujarat
S. No

Process Name

Gap Identified

1.

Grant
and
Execution
of
Reconnaissanc
e permit

2.

Grant
and
Execution
of

► Difficult to reconcile RP reports and the RP Plan as both are
received as hard copies.
► Time consuming to check exclusivity of RP with PL and ML before
granting the permit due to unavailability of software to compare
the sketches submitted by applicant with the maps available with
CGM.
► Difficult to compile report for Pendency of Applications from the
manual records.
► RP reports submitted by various concessionaires are in non
standardized formats.
► No Background check of applicant is done before granting the
concession.
► No online data about the concerned area for which a PL is applied.
Department dependent on field inspections by Talukdar, District
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S. No

Process Name
Prospecting
License

Gap Identified
►

►

►
►
►

►
►
3.

Grant
and
Execution
of
Mining Lease

►
►
►
►
►
►

4.

5.

Working
of
Mining Lease
(Post
execution
of
ML)
Approval
of
Mining Plan /
Scheme
of
Mining

►

►
►
►
►

6.

Prior Approval

►

Forest Officer and Mining Inspector.
Time
and
resource
consuming
to
ascertain
exact
history/information about the area as to whether already granted
to a concessionaire or a forest area or reserved area
Cutoff date for receiving applications not adhered to in case of
revision applications being filed; applications have to be
entertained till hearing. As a result in the absence of an IT system
it becomes difficult to keep a count of all applications.
No background check of applicant is carried out before granting
the concession
No database of companies which have been allotted prospecting
licenses/are involved in prospecting in the State.
Time consuming to check exclusivity of PL with RP and ML before
granting the license due to unavailability of software to compare
the sketches submitted by applicant with the maps available with
CGM
Difficult to compile report for Pendency of Applications from the
manual records.
Manual processes and number of approvals delay the process of
grant of PL
Due to lack of database it is often difficult to know the exact
status of the applied area; whether free hold or allotted
Overlapping of mining leases. To a large extent it is because of
manual fixing of boundaries by the talukdar
One mining lease might contain the areas of two or more villages
resulting in conflicts between the talukdars on the role segregation
Problem of factually incorrect/wrong maps being used by the
applicants is prevalent on a large scale
A low application fee has led to non serious applicants for the
mining concessions
Cutoff date for receiving applications not adhered to in case of
revision applications being filed; applications have to be
entertained till hearing. As a result in the absence of an IT system
it becomes difficult to keep a count of all applications.
Details of the conversion of the minerals to processed minerals
and the investment along with production details is difficult to
capture
It is difficult to verify whether the terms and conditions mentioned
as part of the MoU are being followed on ground
Quality of the MP submitted is poor and non standardized due to
the applicants fault
Time consuming process to compare site inspection report with
MP
Time consuming to reconcile MP with the returns and royalty
reports
Multiple levels of review within Ministry & the usage of non-
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S. No

Process Name

Gap Identified

7.

Correction
Lessee’s
Details

of

►

8.

Transfer
of
Mining Lease

►
►
►
►

9.

Renewal
of
Mining Lease

10.

Dispatch
minerals

of

►
►
►

►

►
11.

Royalty
payments

►

►
12.

Filing
Returns

of

►
►

13.

Inspection
Mines

of

►
►
►
►

14.

Revision

►
►
►
►

electronic mode of communication with IBM, State Government,
GSI and other agencies, leading to delays in approval process
Amendments to lessee’s information requires search of manual
records and comparing the records with the new supporting
documents. It is time consuming and laborious task since records
are not maintained in electronic format.
No report of Transfer Application and Rejections is submitted to
Ministry
Delay in obtaining NOC from department for no pending arrears of
the first lessee
Registers need to be updated manually after the transfer
Transfer requires approval of the Government which takes lot of
time and hence delay the process
No Report of Renewal Application and Rejections submitted to
Ministry
No reconciliation of Renewal plan with initial Mining Plan
Issue of stamped pass books from the Collectorates has been a
potential factor in misuse of passes; difficult to maintain records
of such pass books
Manual checking at check points and barriers has failed in
detecting fake passes; duplication of passes is a major cause of
pilferage and revenue leakages
Lack of reconciliation of passes with returns and end use has
resulted in duplication of passes
Lack of standardization of royalty payment process; royalty
payment should be as per benchmark rates fixed by Public Sector
Undertakings
Few Lessees follow manual payment of royalty due to nonavailability of power in remote areas.
No reconciliation of the returns with the mining plan
Returns needs to be printed from the system and submitted
physically to CGM resulting in time delays
Lack of workflow based system to update inspection report and
forward it to Ministry and IBM results in delay
Limited manpower with the State department at District level
Difficult to reconcile mineral dispatch with returns and their end
use
Lack of coordination with other departments like Commercial
Taxes often results in revenue leakages as minerals after being
value added might acquire a different nature
Delay in generation of Pendency Report
Dissatisfied applicants often file frivolous cases in courts which
creates extra pressure on the Department
Inter-linkages between prior approval and revision module is not
established
Real time information sharing between Centre and the States on
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S. No
15.

16.

17.

Process Name
Temporary
Discontinuance
of Mine
Final closure of
Mine

Forfeit
Financial
Assurance

of

Gap Identified
the revision applications is desirable
► No report generated for mines temporarily discontinued

► Relinquished Area Notification on Geo maps is not available as
soon as relinquishment happens
► Difficult to reconcile Mining Plan and Mining Closure Plan
► No database of health of mines is maintained
► Difficult to check compliance of rehabilitation measures with the
Mining Plan

2.2.5
Chhattisgarh
The areas of improvement and gaps identified in the process are described below:
Table 6: Gap Analysis for Chhattisgarh
S. No

Process Name

Gap Identified

1.

Grant
and
Execution
of
Reconnaissance
Permit

2.

Grant
and
Execution
of
Prospecting
License

► No cutoff date for receiving applications; applications have to be
entertained till hearing. As a result in the absence of an IT system
it becomes difficult to keep a count of all applications.
► No background check of applicant is carried out before granting
the concession
► No database of companies which have been allotted RP in the
State available.
► Time consuming to check exclusivity of RP with PL and ML before
granting the applicant due to unavailability of software to compare
the sketches submitted by applicant with the maps available with
DGM
► Difficult to compile report for Pendency of Applications from the
manual records.
► No online data about the concerned area for which a PL is applied.
Department dependent on field inspections by Tehsildar, District
Forest Officer and Mining Inspector.
► Difficult to ascertain exact history/information about the area as
to whether already granted to a concessionaire or a forest area or
reserved area
► No cutoff date for receiving applications; applications have to be
entertained till hearing. As a result in the absence of an IT system
it becomes difficult to keep a count of all applications.
► No background check of applicant is carried out before granting
the concession
► No database of companies which have been allotted prospecting
licenses/are involved in prospecting in the State.
► Time consuming to check exclusivity of PL with RP and ML before
granting the license due to unavailability of software to compare
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S. No

Process Name

Gap Identified

►
3.

Grant
and
Execution
of
Mining Lease

►
►
►
►
►
►

►
4.

5.

Working
of
Mining
Lease
(Post execution
of ML)

Dispatch
minerals

of

►
►

►
►
►

►
6.

7.

Approval
of
Mining
Plan/Scheme
Prior Approval

8.

Royalty
payments

9.

Filing
Returns

of

the sketches submitted by applicant with the maps available with
DGM
Difficult to compile report for Pendency of Applications from the
manual records.
Due to lack of database it is often difficult to know the exact
status of the applied area; whether free hold or allotted
Overlapping of mining leases. To a large extent it is because of
manual fixing of boundaries by the Tehsildar
Problem of factually incorrect/wrong maps being used by the
applicants is prevalent on a large scale
A low application fee has led to non serious applicants for the
mining concessions
It is difficult to verify whether the terms and conditions
mentioned as part of the MoU are being followed on ground
No cutoff date for receiving applications; applications have to be
entertained till hearing. As a result in the absence of an IT system
it becomes difficult to keep a count of all applications.
Delay in getting approvals from other bodies like Ministry of
Environment and Forest and Pollution Control Board.
Difficult to reconcile reports and the Mining Plan for the purpose
of inspection
Details of the conversion of the minerals to processed minerals
and the investment along with production details is difficult to
capture
No current database of Mining Entrepreneurs
Manual passes generated; no procedure for automation of passes
Issue of stamped pass books from the Collectorates has been a
potential factor in misuse of passes; difficult to maintain records
of such pass books
Lack of reconciliation of passes with returns and end use has
resulted in duplication of passes
Quality of Mining Plan submitted to IBM is poor and non
standardized due to the applicants fault

► Multiple levels of review within Ministry and the usage of nonelectronic mode of communication with IBM, State Government
and other agencies leading to delays in the approval process
► No reconciliation of Royalties with the Permits issued
► In absence of reconciliation, under payment of royalty is a
frequent phenomenon
► Lack of standardization of royalty payment process; royalty
payment should be as per benchmark rates fixed by Public Sector
Undertakings
► Manual processing and payment of royalty results in delays
► No reconciliation of the returns with the Mining Plan
► No reconciliation of the permit/pass issued with the returns filed
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S. No

Process Name

10.

Refunds

11.

Inspection
Mines

of

12.

Correction
Lessee’s
Details

of

13.

Transfer
of
Mining Lease

14.

Renewal
of
Mining Lease

15.

Revision

16.

Temporary
Discontinuance
of Mine
Final closure of
Mine

17.

Gap Identified
► No reconciliation of the monthly returns with the annual returns
filed by lessee
► No automatic generation of refunds
► No record of pendencies and approved refunds
► Time to compare site inspection report with MP
► Lack of workflow based system to update inspection report
► Delay in generation of Pendency Report
► Till recently demarcation of leases was done manually by Patwari
which resulted in the problem of frequent overlapping of leases
► Limited manpower with the Department; there are not more than
5 Mining Inspectors in every district
► Manual checking at check points and barriers has failed in
detecting fake passes; duplication of passes is a major cause of
pilferage and revenue leakages
► Difficult to reconcile mineral dispatch with returns and their end
use
► Lack of coordination with other Departments like Commercial
Taxes often results in revenue leakages as minerals after being
value added might acquire a different nature
► Amendments to lessee’s information requires search of manual
records and comparing the records with the new supporting
documents. It is time consuming and laborious task since original
records are not maintained in electronic format
► No report of Transfer Application and Rejections is submitted to
Ministry
► Delay in obtaining NOC from Department for no pending arrears of
the first lessee
► Registers need to be updated manually after the transfer
► Transfer requires approval of the Government which takes lot of
time and hence delay the process
► No Report of Renewal Application and Rejections submitted to
Ministry
► No reconciliation of Renewal plan Review Report with initial Mining
Plan
► Dissatisfied applicants often file frivolous cases in courts which
creates extra pressure on the Department
► Inter-linkages between prior approval and revision module is not
established
► Real time information sharing between Centre and the States on
the revision applications is desirable
► No report generated for mines temporarily discontinued

► Difficult to reconcile Mining Plan and Mining Closure Plan
► No database of health of mines is maintained
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Along with the processes, currently operational IT systems were also studied at the States,
Ministry and IBM. The key objective was to utilize the existing setup, be it hardware or software,
to the extent possible in development and implementation of the new solution. A snapshot of the
IT systems studied at Centre and states is shown below:
S.No.

IT System
Name
Ministry of Mines

Description

1

Mineral
Concession
Approval
System
(MCAS)

To monitor an application for ► Absence of Workflow based
prior approval forwarded by
system
State
Government
for
the ► Generation of Standard
minerals specified in the first
Processing Sheet (SPS) through
schedule of MMDR Act
the MCAS system
► No option for attachment of
scanned documents
► Absence of inter-linkages with IBM
database

2

Revision
Application
System

To track a revision application
filed against the order of a State
government to the Central
Government
Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM)
3
Mineral
To track the post approval
Concession
activities in IBM after the Letter
Approval
of Intent (LOI) has been issued
System
– by the State Government.
IBM Module
(MCAS
IBM)
4
Registration
To register an owner, agent,
Application
mining engineer or manager of
System
every mine, or any other person
or company engaged in trading
or storage or end-use or export
of minerals mined in the country
as per the application specified
in Form M of MCR
5
Online
To
allow
a
registered
Returns
concessionaire to file online
returns (annual and monthly)

Challenges

► Absence of a workflow based
system
► No option to upload scanned
documents
► No option to attach scanned
documents
► No inter-linkages with existing IBM
modules

► The system has been developed by
NIC recently and is presently in
use. But this system is a
standalone system which does not
interact with other IBM systems

► The system has been implemented
by IBM recently and is presently in
use. But the reconciliation of
returns is still not achieved with
the system

Chhattisgarh
6

Online maps
(RL and PL)

The department is using MapInfo
along with spatial databases to
map the existing concessions

u The system is used only for RP
applications
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S.No.

IT System
Name

Description

Challenges

7

e-Payment
System

The software is used for advance ► Unique code to be issued to each
royalty collection through Bank.
lessee, in case of non-availability
of Unique code, lessees find it
difficult to generate report

8

All-TimeRoyalty
Pass
System

9

e-Returns
System

10

Demand
Register
System

The software is used for
generating the Royalty Pass by
Lessees
after
making
the
necessary advance payments.
E-royalty pass is used in all
Districts, E-payment system for
advance
royalty
collection
through Bank
The e-Returns system is used for
filing the necessary returns by
the lessees.
Application is used to create and
maintain the Demand Register

Gujarat

► The lessees face issues while
generating trip sheets, in case of
network failure.
► Manual system prevailing in
addition to e-pass system leading
to increase in data entry job of
State departments
► The Returns still needs to be filed
manually post online submission
► In case of change in any data, it
is difficult to fetch changed data
► Lack of regular updates in the
system
► District officers are required to
audit the lease area based on
return filed and update the status
on e-Returns system regularly.

Karnataka
11

INTRAMINE

12

Permit
Management
System
(PMS)

13

e-Permit

The software is used for the ► Limited use of the system
Administration of mining and
mineral activities in the State.
The software is used to issue, ► Network connectivity is
manage, control and monitor
intermittent and the system does
transport permits to authorize
not provide for offline working;
lessees for the transportation of
There is no redundancy or back-up
minerals. The
software is
provision; Therefore, at time no
currently used by the district
permits could be generated
offices for the receipt of
applications
and
issue
of
permits.
The software is used to enter ► The lessees face issues in
opening
and
production
generating trip sheets, in case of
information, applying for bulk
intermittent network connectivity;
permits and generating trip
Provision for offline mode of
sheets.
Functionality
for
working (batch processing) does
entering
master
details
not exist
pertaining to vehicle and weigh
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S.No.

IT System
Name

Description

Challenges

bridge can also be entered
Rajasthan
14

Geographical
Information
System (GIS)

15

Lease
Information
System (LIS)

16

Application
processing
Module

17

Demand and
Assessment
module

The GIS module integrates the
application. The major layers
provided
are
Leases,
applications, Reserved areas, GT
sheets, etc.
The LIS is the Database, MIS and
lease management system for
the State. The four major
modules under LIS are Lease
directory, Lease area
information, Query module and
Lease status report.
The
application
processing
module is used to manage the
end-to-end application life cycle.

► Difficulty in mapping layers
accurately on the map

► Store master data of all type of
leases in the system.
► As per actual paper record all
should be verified and locked.

► Required Geo coordinate to
generate GIS Map for scrutiny.
► Overlap and free area calculation
required accuracy as per physical
record.
The demand and assessment ► None
module caters to the following
major processes:
u On-line feeding of all types of
revenue challans
u Issue of Ravanna books
u Online generation of ravanna
slips
u Auto generation of dead rent
demands, Interest demands
u Provisional and final
assessments
u Online demand register of
lessee and contractor
u Revenue MIS Reports

Apart from the above systems IBM is responsible for managing the national database for all
mining related information in the Technical Management and Information Systems (TMIS). An
overview of the database modules is presented below:
Sr.
No
1.

Database Name

Data Source

Description

National Mineral
Inventory

· Freehold (GSI,
MECL, State DMG,
Private bodies)

Database for mineral deposits (resources,
location, infra-structure, geology, exploration,
lease details, category-wise reserves, end use
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Sr.
No

2.

Database Name

Mining
Production

4.

World
Mineral
Intelligence

6.

7.

Cum

External Trade

Mines
Control
and Conservation
of Minerals

Mineral
Consumption

Description

· Leasehold (IBM
Regional offices)

grade, etc.)

State DMG

Mining Lease

3.

5.

Data Source

State DMG, Regional
Offices

International
Journals

DGCI&S, Kolkata

Data collected from
Inspections
like
MCDR
inspection,
inspections for MP /
MS, RMGS study,
etc.

3000
mineral
consuming plants

Database for Mining leases and Prospecting
licenses (lease area, mineral granted, date of
grant of lease, date of execution, period, name
and address of the lessee/licensee, etc.)
Database for recording details of mines (lease
area, mineral worked, quantity and value of
mineral production, stock and dispatches of
mineral,
labour
employment,
cost
of
production, royalty, cess, taxes, etc.)
Database for recording information on foreign
trade, mineral production, consumption,
mineral resources of various countries
(commodity name, country, exports, imports,
prices, production, consumption, reserves,
resources, beneficiation plant, source of
information, etc.)
Database for recording annual time series data
relating to export and import of minerals,
metals and their products (commodity name,
country code, DGCI&S code, year, trade code,
quantity and value, etc.)
Database for storing the data generated by
various regional offices of IBM during the
course of various types of inspections like
MCDR inspection, inspections for MP / MS,
RMGS study, etc.
Database for recording consumption of mineral
raw material in different industries (mineral
consumed, year, plant name, industry name,
quantity consumed per tonne of product,
source of supply, etc.)

Some of the common challenges in the implementation of the current IT systems noticed include:
► Limited workflow in the systems
► Systems are developed as point solutions with limited integration
► Difficult to generate trip sheets in case of network failure; in other words, no exception
handling mechanisms are in place
► Manual filing of returns in addition to e-returns
► Implementation of partial solutions which leads to working on manual as well as automated
systems
► Database used at IBM are not interfaced
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Note: Details of the process study conducted for the Centre and the four States have been
provided as enclosures along with the DPR.

2.3 Process Reengineering Interventions
2.3.1
Registration
A. Online Registration – It is suggested that online registration be made mandatory for all
concessionaires. This would address various challenges in the current system such as unique
identification of the stakeholders and link history of a stakeholder with one number.
B. Generation of registration number allotted by IBM - A unique registration number would be
generated within 3 days of the request for registration. This number would be required for any
further transaction in the mining life cycle like lease application, issue of pass, return filing etc.
C. Creation of Master Data (under Rule 45) - A complete database of nationwide concessionaires
would be created and brought in public domain. Hence the details of a concessionaire can always
be validated prior to any transaction.
This system has been developed by NIC and is in use presently. However, the integration
aspects would be required to be looked in to by the implementing agency.
2.3.2
Grant of Concession
A. Online Application - All the applicants would be required to apply for the concession online
and upload all the documentary proofs as well using digital signature. Further such an application
would be accepted only if registration is done prior to application.
B. Online ledger of Stakeholders - Once the stakeholder is registered with IBM and lease is
granted, an online ledger of the lessee would be generated. Lessee would be able to track all the
transactions through this ledger.
C. Online check of maps - GIS maps would be available online for the applicants to mark the
boundaries of the selected area online and also visualize the reserved areas, lease area, freehold
area etc on the maps.MTS would be developed such that it can integrate with the maps
D. Use of Digital Signature - Digital signature would be required to upload any document with the
application. Only a digital signature which is registered with the department can be used to
upload and sign the documents.
E. Online tracking of Application – This would ensure that pendency at any stage would be
highlighted in the system. Based on the service levels described, the application would be
escalated to the next level.
2.3.3
Execution of Concession
A. Update of Clearances- The applicant would be required to upload the clearances received from
various regulatory agencies on the MTS system. The concession would be granted only after
these clearances are uploaded on the system.
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2.3.4
Approval of Mining Plan / Scheme
A. Online submission of Mining Plan – The Mining plan would be submitted online by the lessee
once he receives the Letter of Intent.
2.3.5
Correction of Concessionaire’s Details
A. Self correction by concessionaire- Concessionaire would be able to login their accounts and
update personal details such as username, password, email id, phone number, residence address
etc on their own.
B. Correction through Department – For any change in business information lessee would be
required to fill the correction form online and upload the relevant documents following which the
department would approve or reject the changes
2.3.6
Transfer of Mining Lease
A. Online Application for Transfer – This would ensure that track of transfers is maintained and
information on the average rates of land and average value of transfer would be available with
the department
2.3.7
Extension of Mining Lease
A. Auto reminders for extension - It is usually difficult to track the leases which are about to
expire. Therefore auto generated reminders would be sent to both department and lessee for the
renewal of lease.
B. Online application for extension of Mining Lease - The lessee would be able to put online
request for the renewal of mining lease
2.3.8
Payment of Royalties for Major Minerals
A. Advance collection of Royalty – A bank account would be created by the lessee only for the
purpose of royalty which would be linked to the departments account. Once the royalty deposit
exhausts in the lessee’s account, he would not be able to generate transit passes. This would
ensure that royalty is received well in advance and the problem of reconciling payments would
be reduced.
B. Auto calculation of Royalty- The royalty rate would be entered in the system following which
the exact amount of royalty to be paid would be calculated by the system. This would ease
department from calculating royalty payments.
C. Generation of transaction ID for each transit pass- Unique transaction ID would be generated
for each transit pass. Concessionaires / traders / exporters would have to report their returns
with respect to the transaction ID generated for transit pass.
D. Bar code on transit passes - All transit passes would carry a barcode having information about
transit pass number. As soon as it is scanned at the barrier, details of the vehicle would come on
screen at the barrier. This would prevent multiple trips of the truck on the same transit pass.
E. Linking of Annual Mining Plan target to transit pass- The volume mentioned in the transit
passes would not be allowed to exceed annual production value. Once lessee is close to the
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same, system would provide alerts to lessee and departments. The system should be able to
trigger email alerts to the appropriate RCOM, IBM.
F. Linking of Environment Ministry Production Limit – The total production target of the area is
fixed by Environment Ministry. Based on area allotted at time of registration, annual target of
the group of concessionaires in the particular area would be tracked. Once the limit of annual
production target of area is reached, transit passes of all concessionaires would be blocked. This
may be considered by IBM before implementation.
G. Purchaser details required for generating transit pass- In order to generate a transit pass,
lessee would have to provide the details of the purchaser as well. Since all stakeholders would
have IBM unique ID, it would be mandatory to provide IBM code in the transit pass.
H. Auto calculation of District Mineral Foundation and State Cess - Apart from royalty payment,
concessionaire has to pay District Mineral Foundation (DMF) and State Cess. Based on the
business rules, system would calculate DMF and State Cess on the royalty. The total amount
including royalty, DMF and State cess would be deducted from the virtual account while
generating transit passes.
2.3.9
Filing of Returns
A. Online filing of Returns- It is proposed to introduce online filing of returns for all stakeholders.
Further offline mode, whereby the concessionaire could download a utility from the web-portal,
disconnect, fill-up, connect and then upload, for filing returns would also be provisioned by the
department. Further all details with regard to sales and purchases would have to be submitted
by the concessionaire. The department would be able to generate the list of return defaulters
post return filing date.
This is under implementation by IBM.
B. Use of Digital Signature- Digital signature would be made mandatory for filing of online
returns, which would be registered with the department.
C. Reconciliation of transit passes with the returns- Returns would be reconciled on the basis of
transit pass number provided in the returns. To facilitate checks and monitoring, it would be
possible to run reconciliation as required by the department
D. Regular reminders to stakeholders - Regular reminders by way of email and SMS can be sent
to the stakeholders for filing returns on time. These would be sent automatically by the system
without any human intervention thereby not taxing the Department personnel.
E. Blocking of transit passes- Trigger to be generated for State Government and at all barriers as
well to check any illegal transfer of minerals post blocking of transit passes.
2.3.10 Inspection of Mines
A. Scheduling inspecting officers site visits - A workforce scheduler can be used to schedule
visits to mines by the respective inspecting officers. Lessee to be informed about the visit, if the
inspection is not against any complaint, in advance through system generated mail.
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B. Use of Tablets during site inspections- Inspecting officers would be equipped with tablets for
their visits to mines for inspection. Tablets would carry all the information about the mine and
also previous visits’ information.
2.3.11 Temporary Discontinuance of Mines
A. Notification for filing zero returns- The mandate of filing return would apply to discontinued
mines as well. The lessee would have the option of filing zero values in the return form.
2.3.12 Stoping of Vein
A. Link to Inspection- Stoping of vein would be linked to the inspection module. The same shall
be captured in the tablets by inspecting officer.
2.3.13 Closure of Mines
A. Reconciliation of Progressive Mine Closure Plan with Final Mine Closure Plan- Each PMCP
should be reconciled with previous PMCP to identify any deviation or irregularity.
2.3.14 Forfeiture of Security Deposit
A. Trigger for forfeiture - System should be able to throw some triggers to the State government
or IBM for forfeiture of security deposit. Based on the trigger, required action should be taken by
competent authority.
The consolidated view of the redesigned system is shown in the diagram below.

Figure 4: Reengineered Grant of Concession Workflow
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Legend – The yellow circles represent activities requiring manual intervention, whereas green
circles would depict system driven activities.
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Figure 5: Reengineered Post Grant of Concession Workflow
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To recapitulate the steps followed in reaching to the final solution, the following diagram
provides a snapshot of the entire Mining Tenement System. The top layer provides a high-level
view of the mining lifecycle, i.e. sequence of processes involved from registration of an
entrepreneur to mine closure. Each process has then been detailed into key activities and the
key issues which plague the system today. Key interventions, as seen in the table below, have
been highlighted under each process, as the fourth layer of information in the diagram below.
The benefits which accrue from these interventions form part of the bottom most layer in the
diagram.
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Figure 6: MTS Snapshot

Mining Life-cycle
Registration

Concession
Application
and
Management

Mining Plan
approval

Royalty
Payment

Return Filing

Inspections

Mine Closure

Key Activities
► Submission of
registration form
online
► Allotment of
registration id
► Digital signature
certification
registration

► Submission and
processing of
application
► Submission of
clearances
► Management of
extensions,
relinquishment,
transfer and
other activities

► Submission of
online mining
plan / scheme of
mining
► Online approval /
review of
plan/scheme

► Calculation of
royalty / dead
rent
► Payment at the
respective
collection
centers

► Online
submission of
monthly and
annual returns
► System checks
for data integrity
and violations

► On site
inspection by
IBM inspecting
officers
► Submission of
reports and
check for
violations

► Submission of
mine closure
plan
(progressive and
final)
► Review of
closure activities
► Forfeiture of
financial
assurance

► Reconciliation of
monthly &
annual returns,
returns & mining
plan and returns
& transit passes

► Checking
inspection
reports against
mining plan is
time consuming

► Area
relinquishment
data not
reflected
► Reconciliation of
mining plan and
mine closure
plan difficult

► Online
submission of
inspections with
video or images
► System
generated alerts
in case of noncompliances or
violations

► System checks
to alert IBM in
case of noncompliances in
inspection
reports and mine
closure plan

Key Issues
► No functionality
available to
track the flow of
minerals from
mines to
traders/
stockist/ agents

► Check for
exclusivity of
applications
► Manual process
and multiple
approvals delay
grant of
concession

► Reconciliation of
mining plan with
inspection
reports

► Reconciliation of
royalty paid
against returns
► Checks and
controls to
determine
mineral
transported at
check post

Key Interventions
► Mandatory
registration of
all users under
Rule 45 and
submission of
returns

► Online
submission of
applications with
DGPS survey to
enable checks
for exclusivity
► Data digitization
of physical data

► Online
submission of
data to facilitate
comparisons
with inspection
reports

► MTS rules to
determine
royalty / dead
rent to be paid
► Bar code
scanner and
weighbridges at
check posts

► Online return
filing
► Due checks with
mining plan,
transit passes
► System alerts in
case of noncompliances and
violations

Benefits:
1) System to facilitate the reconciliations will save time and effort of IBM and help control the non-compliances and violations
2) Tracking of mineral transports to be made possible to detect any leakage or misrepresentation of facts through Rule 45
registration and return filing
3) Revenue leakage to be detected through auto-calculation of royalty, bar scanners to determine duplicate transit passes and
weighbridges to determine the actual weight of minerals being exported
4) MIS reports and National Mineral Inventory to have real time data made available to Ministry of Mines, IBM and State Departments
for intelligence and reporting
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3

Service Levels & Functional Requirements Specifications

MTS philosophy is aligned to development of a centralized system with State specific customizations
such that the State departments may adopt the system with the least change management
requirements. The system would be providing services to the users (entrepreneurs, concessionaires,
and IBM and State department officers) aligned to the processes described in the previous chapter.

3.1 Services provided by MTS
The services would be offered through MTS modules which would be seamlessly integrated. This would
allow flow of information between each module. The MTS modules and the services offered under each
module are presented in the below table:
Table 7: Services provided by MTS
S. No.
1

2

3

4

Modules
Services
Registration ► Apply for registration
► Scrutiny of registration application
► Correction of lessee details
► Dashboards and reports for IBM officers
► Registration of digital signatures
► Submission of following application types:
Concession
application
1) New RL
and grant
2) RL to PL application
3) Direct PL application (First in time or notification, competitive
bidding),RL/PL to ML application
5) Direct ML application (First in time or notification, competitive bidding)
► Validation of application
► Payment of application fees
► Acknowledgement of application
► Verification of application
► Issue LOI
► Submit approvals or clearances
► Submit security deposit
► Execution of deed
► Status monitoring
Concession
► Notify commencement of operations
Management ► Returns (monthly and annual) submission
► Transport permit application and issuance
► Register generation
► Concessions extension
► Mining lease transfer
► Mine discontinuance
► Area relinquishment
► Concessions revoke or cancel
Mining Plan ► Submission of Mining Plan or Scheme along with Progressive Mine Closure
/ Scheme of
Plan
Mining
► Mining plan scrutiny
approval
► Site Inspection
► Scrutiny comments
► Modification of scheme or plan
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S. No.

5

6

7

8

Modules

Services
► Review / modification of plan or scheme
► Approval or rejection of Plan / Scheme
Mine
► Set target for officers
Inspections ► Schedule inspections
► Inspection reports submission
► Comparison report generation
► Non-compliance action report
► Parliamentary questions response submission
► Ministry references and enquiries
► Directives issuance
► Mineral deposits examination report
► Deployment prohibition
Revision
► Revision application submission
application
► Submission of comments
► Update of personal hearing
► Issue final or interim decision
► Maintain revision case audit trail
Mine closure ► Submission of mine closure plan (progressive and final)
► Approval of mine closure plan
► Site Inspection
► Generate comparison report
► Issue of certificate
► Issue of notice for forfeiture of financial assurance
► Forfeiture of security deposit
► Online payment of royalty
Royalty
payment
► Issue of online challan
services
► Reconciliation of payments
► Availability of pending dues

3.2 Envisaged Service Levels under MTS
The Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in regard to the processes in MTS, given below, are indicative in
nature and will be reviewed once the system goes live in discussion with the Ministry of Mines, IBM and
the State Mining Departments. SLAs with respect to the system are shown in the table below. All SLAs
would be as per Act and Rules. The introduction of e-enablement of processes would lead to
incorporation of the IT system in the Rules as well.
S.
No.
1.

Process

Key Performance Indicator

Estimated time

Allotment
of
Registration ID

Time taken to generate an acknowledgement

1 minute

2.

Grant
and
execution of RP

3.

Grant
and
execution of PL

1 minute
5 minute
1 minute
5 minutes

4.

Grant

Time to generate RP acknowledgement Form D-1
System verification for completeness of forms
Time to generate PL acknowledgement Form D
System verification for completeness of forms and
acceptance
Time taken to generate acknowledgement of receipt

and

1 minute
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S.
No.

Process

Key Performance Indicator

execution of ML

of ML application
Time taken to verify the completeness of application
by system and generate acknowledgement
Acknowledgement of receipt of MP by system
Updation of records not requiring human
intervention (Mobile or email change)

5.

Transfer
of
Mining Lease

6.

Payment
Royalty

7.

Inspection
Mines

of

of

System to check for pending arrears and violation
cases and present an acknowledgement to the
applicant
Calculation of the royalty payment amount by the
system and generation of acknowledgement
Generation of transit passes with bar codes
Validation of the bar code on the transport permits
at check posts
Generation of confirmation of receipt of monthly /
annual returns post validations and completeness
checks
Consolidation of inspection reports in the MTS
repository and generation of comparison reports
(Inspection reports and MP)

Estimated time
5 minutes
1 minute
1 – 30 minute
(depending on the
transaction volume)
10 minutes

10 minutes
1 minute
1 minute
1 minute

10 minutes

*Automated estimated time - The estimated time presented takes into account a comprehensive
database of all concessionaires, concession applications and grants, mining plans and inspection
reports. The time period is the maximum time taken by the system to respond back. However, in reality
the time would vary as per the database accessed and the number of records in the database.
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3.3 Specific Requirements
The functional requirements envisaged for Mining Tenement System is presented below in the table. For detailed functional requirements and To-Be process
description please refer to the enclosed functional requirements specifications report.

Module

Sub-module

Registration

Apply for registration
Scrutiny of registration application
Correction of lessee details
Dashboards and reports for IBM
officers
Registration of digital signatures
Grant of applications through the
following methods:
1) New RL
2) RL to PL application
3) Direct PL application (First in time
or notification)
4) RL/PL to ML application
5) Direct ML application (First in
time or notification)

Grant of
concessions

Activities

Sub-Activities

Submit application for RL/PL/ML

Application of PL/ML from an existing
RP/PL concession respectively
Direct PL/ML application- First in time
application
Direct PL/ML application - Notification
for better bid (PL/ML)
Direct PL/ML - Competitive Bidding
Direct PL/ML - Offer to match highest bid

Validation of application
Payment of application fees
Acknowledgement of application
Verification of application
Issue LOI
Submit approvals or clearances
Submit security deposit
Execution of deed
Status monitoring

Concessions
Management

Notify commencement of operations
Submit returns

Submit monthly returns
Submit annual returns
Submit exploration reports (GSI, MECL)
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Module

Sub-module

Activities

Sub-Activities

Update NMI database
Pay royalty
Apply for pass
Issue transit passes
Generate Registers
Extension applications
Transfer of ML

Approval of Transfer amount
Rejection of Transfer amount - Better Bid
Transfer of ML - Better Bid
Transfer of ML - Approval of Transfer amount

Discontinue mine
Relinquish area
Revoke or cancel concessions
Approval of
Mining Plan

Inspection of
Mines

Submission of Mining Plan or Scheme
along with Progressive Mine Closure
Plan
Scrutiny of the mining plan
Site inspection
Scrutiny comments
Modification of scheme or plan
Review / modification of plan or
scheme
Approval or rejection of Plan /
Scheme
Set target for officers
Schedule inspections
Submission of Inspection reports
Generation of comparison report
Take action in case of noncompliance
Response to parliamentary questions
Ministry references and enquiries
Issue directives
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Module

Sub-module

Activities

Sub-Activities

Mineral deposits examination report
Revision of
Applications

Closure of
Mines

Prohibition of deployment
Apply for revision
Validation of application
Submission of application
Submission of comments
Update of personal hearing
Issue final or interim decision
Maintain revision case audit trail
Submission of mine closure plan

Progressive mine closure plan
Final mine closure plan

Approval of mine closure plan
Site Inspection
Generate comparison report
Issue of certificate
Issue of notice for forfeiture of
financial assurance
Forfeiture of security deposit
Standardization and integration of
Map Layers
GIS

Forest Layers, Mineral related layers from GSI,
Mining lease layers from IBM, Cadastral Maps,
Satellite Images

Area Identification
Concession application
Concession area scrutiny
Concession grant
Concession execution
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4

Solution Architecture

4.1 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Blueprint
The architecture principles which have been considered while designing the ICT blueprint for Ministry of
Mines, IBM and State mining departments are as follows. The system is christened as Mining Tenement
System (MTS).
· IT impact assessment while designing process: The computerization initiative undertaken by the
IBM began with a critical assessment of the processes being followed before looking at the role of
technology in improving those processes. The ICT blueprint consists of an aggregated set of
applications and systems that are required to bring about these process improvements. Any new
information system has been included only after business processes and impact of use of IT have
been analyzed, simplified, or otherwise redesigned. The functional requirements have been aligned
to improvement areas to avoid automation of flawed processes.
· Design for Information sharing: The functions of the mining departments are closely related to
some other government departments – such as GSI, Department of Forest, etc. The ICT blueprint
looks at data exchange as one of the key requirements and envisages suitable interfaces to
facilitate service oriented information exchange.
· Design for growth: Building scalability into the system up front, though it may involve larger initial
cost, could save effort and time in the long run because there is less need to devote technical and
management talent to upgrade systems on a more frequent basis. The infrastructure elements such
as Data Center, Disaster Recovery infrastructure and network infrastructure have been designed
keeping this principle in mind.
· Tiered and partitioned design: The logical design of components, subsystems, application systems
and databases has been partitioned in the ICT blueprint. These partitions should have well-defined
interfaces established. A change in a database or business rules can affect many large programs, if
they are not partitioned. Logical boundaries are needed to separate components from each other.
Modular design is more adaptive to changes in internal logic, platforms, and structures. It is the
interfaces that allow partitioned components to interact well.
Based on the principles, the ICT blueprint has been depicted diagrammatically in Figure 1 shown below.
As depicted in the diagram, the ICT blueprint consists of the following major components:
· Application Layer
· Data Layer
· System Software and Services
· IT Security, Control and Monitoring Systems
· Datacenter, Server Infrastructure and Systems
· Network Infrastructure
· Communication Channels
· Interfaces / Adapters
· IT Governance
Together, these components would enable automation and process improvements that have been
discussed in Section 3 earlier. Figure 1 below illustrates how various application modules will interact
to enable automation of workflows within processes.
In the following sections, we have discussed each of these components in further detail.
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Figure 7: Overview of ICT Blueprint
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Figure 8: Overview of information exchange between key modules
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The ICT blueprint will be realized through technology enablement; therefore it is imperative that
certain technology principles be taken into account during the design of the application layer:
► Technology Independence: Applications needs to be independent of specific technology choices
and therefore should be able to operate on a variety of technology platforms. Application
Software not dependent on specific hardware, operating systems software or platform allows
applications to be developed, upgraded, and operated in the most cost effective way.
► Service Oriented Architecture (SOA): Service-oriented architecture is an approach to define
integration architectures based on the concept of a service. It applies successful concepts
proved by Object Oriented Development, Component Based Design, and Enterprise Application
Integration technology. The goal of SOA can be described as bringing the benefits of loose
coupling and encapsulation to integration at an enterprise level.
In order to describe SOA, it is necessary to define what we understand by a “service” in this
context. The most commonly agreed-on aspects of the definition of a service in SOA are:
► Services are defined by explicit, implementation-independent interfaces.
► Services are loosely bound and invoked through communication protocols that stress
location transparency and interoperability.
► Services encapsulate reusable business function
SOA becomes relevant especially when there are multiple applications in an enterprise and pointto-point integration between them involves complexity.
► Ease of Use: Ease-of-use is a positive incentive for use of applications. It encourages users to
work within the integrated information environment instead of developing isolated systems to
accomplish the task outside of the enterprise’s integrated information environment. The
knowledge required to operate one system will be similar to others if the look and feel of the
applications are similar. By having ease-of-use principle, training can be kept to a minimum
thereby aiding IT change management and the risk of using a system improperly can be
minimized.
► Standard design methods: The use of industry-recognized standard design methodologies in
developing applications can help create higher degree of interoperability and reliability in
software applications. Also, consistent methods aid in project management, resource use, cost
containment, quality, scheduling and in identifying and documenting business requirements
► Interoperability: It is the ability to have applications and computers from different sources and
platforms work seamlessly together on and across networks. This is the key to sharing resources
and reduction in long-term development costs
► N-Tier model: N-Tier model is the framework in which application user interface, logic, data, and
their associated processing and repair are separated from each other in logical manner.
Partitioned code is more flexible in response to changes in internal logic, platforms, and
structures; this isolates/minimizes the impact of change. It is easier to support, is more scalable
and supports interoperability
► Extensibility and scalability: Applications needs to evolve to support new business requirements
and make use of new technologies. Extensibility provides functional scalability. Moreover,
application should provide interfaces and service to integrate harmoniously with other
applications
Various components of ICT Blueprint are explained in detail in subsequent sections.
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4.2 Users
User forms the left-most component in the ICT blueprint diagram (ICT Blueprint). The users can be
grouped into two categories – external (concessionaires, non registered users and entrepreneurs)
and the internal users (Ministry, IBM, GSI, State DGM).
The users have been described below.
a. External Users
There are primarily two user groups – concessionaires, entrepreneurs and the non-registered
users. The idea here is that all concessionaires should necessarily be registered. However,
provisions should be allowed for all the non-concessionaires (entrepreneurs and non
registered users) who may be interested in understanding the mining scenario in India be
allowed to get access to public information as per the Ministry of Mines decision.
So the MTS portal should have two components for the above users. The non-registered users
should be allowed access to limited information whereas the concessionaires should have a
user login credentials through which they log in to the system to perform their activities like
concession applications, filing returns, payment of royalties, submission of Mining plans and
schemes.
b. Internal Users – Central
The central user group would have users from the Ministry of Mines, Indian Bureau of Mines,
Tribunals and GSI. The central user groups would be accessing the system for performing their
activities.
c. Internal Users – State Departments
One of the key stakeholders for the application is the employees of mining department at all
levels. From the district offices to the head office, all the staff members would be required to
use the application system. At district level mining offices, day to day working such as
authorizations and preparation of reports would be facilitated through system. At State level
office, consolidated reports of all the districts would be available for the consumption of the
higher officials.

4.3 External Devices
External devices use is envisaged in areas where a computer or laptop usage may not be feasible.
Instance like mine inspections, check posts operations (verification of transit passes, mineral weight
taken out of the mining area require the usage of the external usage as presented in the ICT
blueprint diagram (ICT Blueprint).
a. Handheld Devices
Handheld devices are required for purpose of monitoring and inspection. It is envisaged that
the inspection team would be equipped with handheld devices which would be used to check
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the barcode on the transport pass, trip sheet and also to enter details of inspection on –the –
spot. Devices would work in offline mode since the location of inspections may not have
network connectivity. Therefore devices would be required to be synchronized with the
system at the end of each day.
Use of GPS is also envisaged to capture the exact location of capturing the data entry
location. This will enforce compliance policies as per IBM requirements. The System should
have the in-built feature to check for the location details applicability.
GPS Handheld devices will also be utilized for Mines inspections which will have Mobile GIS
interfaces with online GIS integration.
b. Barcode printers & scanners
Barcodes are required on the transport passes and trip sheets. Hence a barcode printer would
be required to generate barcodes as per the requirements. Also these trip sheets should be
scanned at the exit gate by the barcode scanner which would update the system.
c. Weighbridges
Weighbridges would be used to capture the quantity of the minerals being taken out of the
mining area. This system should be integrated with the central application to record the
reading.

4.4 Communication Channels
The various communication channels as presented in the ICT blueprint diagram (ICT Blueprint) are:
a. MTS Portal – User accounts
All Ministry, IBM, State DMG officers and concessionaires would access the system for
accessing any information, submission of applications or returns or for authorization of any
document. Information such as circulars, notices, new concessions notifications and
blacklisted candidates would also be available on portal for the consumption of officers.
b. MTS Portal – Public
Anyone may access the MTS through internet. It would contain all notifications and
announcements which the Ministry, IBM or State Departments would like to share with the
public.
c. SMS Gateway
An SMS gateway transforms application messages to mobile network traffic, and vice versa,
allowing transmission and receipt of SMS messages. The application would utilize an SMS
gateway to send SMS notifications such as due date of return filing, pending payments,
concession renewal due date, inspection date, etc.
d. Email
In the course of e-governance, email could become the most used way of interaction among
the department personnel and also with the citizens and concessionaires. Email would be
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defined for all the positions in the DMG department and would not be based on person name.
The application would utilize an SMTP gateway to send email communication to various
internal and external stakeholders.
However, Rule change is envisaged to allow IBM to issue notices of violation and show cause
via mail and SMS.
e. 2G / 3G / 4G Gateway
Handheld device (Tablets, Bar code scanners and Weighbridges) may be used by the
inspecting officers and check posts officers. Tablets would be used to submit inspection
reports and information to the main server based on the access rights of the inspecting
officers through the GSM / CDMA Gateway. Bar code scanners would be used to verify the
transport permits and the weighbridges would be used to capture the weight of the trucks
carrying minerals.
Through 3G / 4G gateways, video and picture files may also be shared if required.

4.5 Application Layer
The application layer constitutes the systems with which the users would be interacting with the
systems. The applications constitute the MTS services as depicted in the ICT blueprint diagram
(Figure1- ICT Blueprint).
a. Registration
Any person dealing in minerals have to get registered with IBM as per amendment made to
Rule 45 of MCDR 1988. Based on the same, system of registration is developed by NIC which
is already being launched. The registration module would be required to integrate with the
MTS system.
This application has already been developed and needs to be integrated with MTS as per
requirement.
b. Concession application and management
Concession management would include all the process linked to concession such as grant,
renewal, modification, suspension, surrender and cancellation. All the processes of concession
management would be performed online through the system. Concessionaire ledger would be
created in the system which would give access to concessionaire to perform various
transactions through the system. It is envisaged that for initial period both manual and
electronic submission of application would be accepted
A schematic diagram showing the process of concession grant is shown below.
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Figure 9: Grant of Concession- illustration
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The process of concession management is illustrated below:
► After registration on MTS website, applicant would be required to create a profile on the
mining website so as to fill application form for grant of concession.
► Applicant must fill online form, scan & upload supporting documents and make e-payment
for the fees. Applicant would be able to perform all the online activities through mining
office as well. In case of uploading of all documents online, digital signature should be
used for authenticity of the documents. In case digital signature is not available,
applicant would be required to submit the signed print out of acknowledgment at the
mining office within 1 week of upload of documents. Applicant can also file manual
application which would be digitized at the mining office and an electronic receipt would
be given to the applicant.
► Mining grant would be allocated post satisfactory verification of applicant by mining
officers. Site visit reports would also be uploaded in the system
► License number will be communicated to concessionaire via registered e-mail address as
e-mail and via registered mobile number as SMS. License certificate would be sent
through post to the registered business address of concessionaire.
► In case of renewal, concessionaire would be required to submit online renewal form along
with any supporting documents required. Approval would be done online by the mining
officer. Post approval of renewal, concessionaire would be required to visit mining office
with renewal acknowledgment for endorsement of license.
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►

►

►

In case of modification, concessionaire would be able to submit the application online
along with required supporting documents. Approval would be given by mining officer
online and thereafter change would be reflected in the concessionaire’s ledger.
In case of surrender of license, concessionaire would be able to apply for surrender
online. All e-services would be suspended after application for surrender is being
submitted by the concessionaire. System enabled checks would be run before license is
cancelled.
In case of suspension and cancellation of license, all the e-services would be blocked until
the concession is revoked or would be cancelled if the concession is cancelled.

This module should also cater to the following service requirements:
1. Transfer of concessions
2. Generation of registers by State departments
3. Extensions
4. Discontinuance of mines
5. Relinquishment of area
c. Royalty management
Online payment gateway system would be adopted for any type of payment to the mining
department. Reconciliation of payments and realization would be done through the system.
The schematic diagram of online payment is shown below:
Figure 10: Online Payment - Illustration
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The process of online payment & reconciliation is illustrated below:
► Concessionaire to fill details of payment on the mining portal by login in through his
ledger
► Once details are verified, concessionaire would be linked to the e-payment gateway of
Concessionaire’s choice
► Once payment transaction is successfully completed, Concessionaire would be brought
back to the mining portal where a CIN would be generated
► Concessionaire would be able to use the CIN for making payment against any transaction
or periodic payment
► Mining officer would generate the utilization report online and compare it with the
treasury scroll through system for reconciliation
Apart from the payments, two sub-systems would also be implemented to aid the district
offices to manage the transport permits issuance and verifications.
Transit pass management
Transit pass management module would deal with the day to day transactions done by the
concessionaire. From the requisition to generation of transit pass to the update of registers
and inventory level, the complete chain would be online and done through system.
The process of transit pass management is illustrated below:
► Concessionaire would be able to apply for TP for transferring minerals through online
system
► Concessionaire would submit TP request which needs to be authorized by mining officer.
► Post authorization by mining officer, TP can be generated from the system
► Concessionaire would be able to generate trip sheets based on TP through online system
► Trip sheet is scanned at the dispatch gate which would in turn update the registers and
inventory level
► In transit, flying squad / mining officer may verify Trip sheet details and consignment
using the hand-held devices
Bar code system
For proper tracking of trip sheets and transit passes, unique bar code would be available on
both. Bar code would be checked at barriers or by any flying squad.
d. Returns
Returns are to be mandatorily filed online by all stakeholders. E-Return filing would be
mandated by Ministry after a cut-off date. Acknowledgment of the return would be provided to
the stakeholder once return is successfully submitted
The process of return filing is illustrated below:
► Concessionaire would be able to download the return filing format from the mining
website.
► Concessionaire would be able to fill return format in offline mode and later upload the
same on the website
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►
►

Concessionaire would be required to submit details of all sales and purchases in the
returns.
Concessionaire would have to submit the return form along with digital signature for
authentication. Else he/she would be required to submit the signed acknowledgment of
the return at the mining office.

This system has been developed by IBM. The selected implementing agency would be required
to look into the system and integrate with MTS or suggest improvements keeping in
consideration that the look and feel changes should be kept minimalistic.
e. Revision
Any applicant may apply for revision to the Mining Tribunal online through the MTS portal. The
system should provide options to the Tribunal officers to admit, reject or ask for an
explanation from the applicant. The system should allow the Tribunal officers to record the
case proceedings.
A typical problem brought forth by the States of not being able to track the revision cases
may also be catered to in this system by bringing the Tribunals, Applicant, Impleaded parties
and the corresponding State departments under one umbrella. The system should be able to
capture each of the above roles and accordingly notify all the parties whenever a revision
application is submitted through emails, dashboard notifications or SMS.
f.

Inspection and MP approval
The system should have provisions for the inspection and mining plan approval activities of
IBM.
Mining Plan Approval
The system should be able to allow the concessionaires to submit the Mining Plans or schemes
and also generate notifications to remind them of the due date of submissions. The workflow
system should take care of the flow of the mining plans or schemes to the appropriate officer.
Inspections
The IBM inspection officers would be required to undertake mine inspections to assess the
State of the mining activities undertaken by the concessionaire and submit report to the
corresponding CCOM. The system should have a provision for accessing the checklists through
handheld devices like tablets and also submission of the reports. Provision for sending
inspection reminders to be sent to the Inspecting officers to accept or reject or re-schedule
the inspection date to be made available.

g. Mine closure
The system should be able to monitor and track the progressive and final mine closure plans
and allow IBM officers to issue certificates in case of satisfactory mine closure activities or go
for financial assurance forfeiture
h. MIS Reporting
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System would be able to generate built in reports at regular intervals. In addition to default
reports, users would be able to generate customized reports based on their specific
requirements.

4.6 Data Layer
The data layer consists of the following two logical components as depicted in the ICT blueprint
diagram (Figure1- ICT Blueprint).
a. Master databases
All the automation activities would depend on the creation of accurate and complete master
data. It is important to create master data to keep track of transactions done by
concessionaire.
The key master databases include:
1. Concessionaires - The registration details of the concessionaire with the inter-linkages to
track the activities of the concessionaire should be catered to by the system
2. Mineral inventory – The mineral inventory master database formerly maintained under
TMIS as National Mineral Inventory Database
3. Staff – The Ministry of Mines, Indian Bureau of Mines, State Departments, Tribunals and
other associated agencies

b. Transactions databases
Data repository will store all the transaction details as required by the application. The main
types of transactions include concession applications and grants, MP approvals, monthly and
annual returns filing, royalty & dead rents payments, transport permits issuance, etc
The key transactional databases include:
1. Concessions
2. Minerals
3. Staff – Ministry of Mines, IBM, State Departments
Presently IBM has the following legacy databases in place under the Technical Management and
Information System –
1. National Mineral Inventory – Database for mineral deposits (resources, location,
infrastructure, geology, exploration, lease details, category-wise reserves, end use grade
and other details) together constituting the freehold and lease hold data based on the data
from the concessionaires returns and exploration reports of GSI, MECL, State DMG & private
bodies
2. Mining Leases – Database for the existing concessions – RL, PL, ML
3. Mining cum production – database for recording details of mines and their production
4. Mines control and conservation – Database for storing inspections conducted by IBM
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5. Mineral consumption – Database for recording consumption of mineral raw materials in
different industries
6. World mineral intelligence – Database for recording information on foreign trade, mineral
trade, consumption and mineral resources
7. External Trade – Database for recording annual time series data related to export and
import of minerals, metals and their products
Presently, data entry operators working in each of the regional offices are responsible for entering
data in the system, collating the data and sending it in Medias (CD) to the IBM, central
headquarters where it is inserted in the TMIS database. For External Trade databases, data is
made available by the Directorate General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics (DGCI&S)
which is required to be integrated in the External Trade database.
Typical sources of the data are the State Mining Departments (Mining Leases), Concessionaires
(National Mineral Inventory – Leasehold areas, Mining cum production – through return
Statements), Exploration agencies (National Mineral Inventory – Freehold explored areas and
Greenfield areas), DGCIS (External Trade) and Mineral Journals and databases (World Mineral
Intelligence) and IBM Regional offices (Mines control and conservation).
Under MTS, these databases are to be integrated (for example National Mineral Inventory – Mining
Leases, Mining Leases – Mining cum production – Mines control and conservation) through common
entities to avoid duplicity and redundancy of data. Also wherever possible automation would be
applied to remove the dependency of manual intervention like in cases of National Mineral
Inventory, Mining Leases, Mining cum production, Mines control and conservation, External Trade
and Mineral Consumption.
Options for manual or batch updates should also be provided and in case of re-designing or any
shift in technology or platform, the legacy data would be required to be migrated.
Now the data would be required to be extracted from different sources like State Mining
Departments, Concessionaires, Exploration agencies, DGCI&S and Mineral Intelligence databases.
Different States have different nomenclature for the identification of the concessionaires and
mines and may vary from the nomenclature followed by IBM. Also the data would be required to be
verified and authenticated as per IBM policies and procedures.
It is envisaged that Electronic Data Inter-change (EDI) is to be established for facilitating data
sharing between the stakeholders and Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) tools be deployed for data
extraction, transformation and loading in the Data Warehouse for IBM data.
The data warehouse would be responsible for collating information related to the legacy TMIS
database including the National Mineral Inventory, Mining Leases, Mining cum production, Mines
control and conservation, mineral consumption, world mineral intelligence and external trade. The
benefit of deploying a data warehouse would be immense considering a long term approach
wherein typical reporting and analysis requirements of Ministry of Mines, IBM and concessionaires
may be met.
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4.7 System Software & Services
These are the supporting systems and services which constitute the backend of MTS on top of which
MTS would be built as presented in the ICT blueprint diagram (Figure1- ICT Blueprint).
a. Identity & Access Management
System shall be able to identify and authorize the user and would allow access to MTS
applications and database. Identity and access management system would be able to identify
the rights available with the user in terms of viewing, addition, deletion, modification of the
data and generation of various reports through MIS.
b. Enterprise Workflow Management
Workflow Management module shall enable the workflows for various business processes. This
shall include process tasks and routing. For example: the Joint Secretary can assign tasks to
the concerned field official to conduct site visit of a defaulter concessionaire. Workflow shall
allow configuring various users such as officers from various offices, different roles etc into
the business processes for various kinds of approvals / rejections. Workflow is mainly required
for the internal mining department business processes.
c. Mailing Solution
Mining department users would be provided with provision for receiving mails to interact with
each other at district level, head office or with external users. It is envisaged that mailing
solution may be integrated with the Core Application Solution for exchange of information and
it would be possible to move emails to Document Management System.
d. Helpdesk Services
Helpdesk solution would be common application to be accessed by users. This module would
access information from various other modules of core software system as per requirement.
The personnel would be responsible for registering incidents, change requests and supporting
end users in trouble shooting steps.
e. Anti Virus System
In order to protect all the desktops, laptops and all the servers from any kind of virus / worm /
trojan attack, an enterprise wide Anti-Virus and Anti-Spam solution would be implemented for
MTS.
f.

SMS Services
There would be provision to send SMS alerts to the concessionaire and mining officers as
configured in the system. These alerts would be generated at various stages and hence would
interact with all the modules of the core software. Alerts such as application status change,
payment received, return filing due date etc would be sent by SMS to the concessionaire.
Alerts such as detouring of vehicle from geo fenced route, authorization required etc would be
sent to mining officers.
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g. Audit Log
An appropriate audit log solution would be required to record and maintain the events
occurring on the servers and other components / devices. It shall provide a secure mechanism
of keeping a log of all the events on all the servers and devices.
h. Content Management System
Content Management System (CMS) is required to maintain the content on the website of
MTS. It should be possible to add content in form of Text, HTML, videos or Images on the
department website. Along with the facility to easily publish content on the website, CMS
would also have facility to maintain access logs for security and accountability purpose.
i.

Digital Certificate Verification
With the adoption of e-services, digital signatures become important as a method of
authentication. The department officials will have digital signature which will be used by all
officials for approvals for e-registration applications, e-returns, show cause notices, etc. The
system would have clearly defined workflows for inserting the department digital signature at
the right step in the approval workflow.

j.

Document Management System
Document Management System (DMS) would form integral part of the solution as the
concessionaire would be uploading the supporting documents for various purposes on the
department’s portal. Documents generated from any module would be stored and handled by
Document management system. The DMS should allow the department officials to easily store
and retrieve data based on the License Number of the concessionaire. The DMS should
provide clear metadata for categorization of any document entering the system.

4.8 IT Security, Control and Monitoring Systems
Ministry of Mines and IBM have recognized the benefits of information technology and envisage
using it for improving overall operational performance and service delivery as depicted in the ICT
blueprint diagram (Figure1- ICT Blueprint). In this context, it is vital to understand and manage the
associated risks, which surface with critical dependence of many processes on IT. The need for the
management of IT-related risks, information security and increased requirements for control over
information will be key divers for IT Policies and Procedures (‘ITPP’) in the Department.
The System Integrator is expected to follow the industry recommended best practices like ITIL,
COBIT, ISO 20000 and 27001 while designing the system and delivering the services.
Adherence to Leading frameworks and models
The ITPP will be essentially a set of guidelines, rules and processes that will prescribe how to best
manage the information technology (IT) function within the Department. The System Integrator is
expected to adhere to the standards and recommended best practices. The key frameworks and
guidelines are as follows:
Implementing Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (‘COBIT’):
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The COBIT framework is a Governance Model and helps meet the multiple needs of organization by
bridging the gaps among risks, control needs and technical issues”. It provides good practices
across a domain and process framework and presents activities in a manageable and logical
structure.
COBIT provides a set of 34 high-level control objectives, one for each of the IT processes, grouped
into four domains:
§
Plan and Organize
§
Acquire and Implement
§
Deliver and Support, and
§
Monitor and Evaluate.
This structure covers aspects of information and the technology that supports it. By addressing
these 34 high-level control objectives, the process owner can ensure that an adequate control
system is provided for the IT environment.
However, COBIT does not include process steps and tasks because, although it is oriented toward IT
processes, it is a control and management framework rather than a process framework. COBIT
focuses on what an organization needs to do, not how it needs to do it, and the target audience is
senior management, senior IT management and auditors.
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (‘ITIL’)
The growing dependency on IT at the Department would necessitate quality IT services at a level
matched to needs and user requirements as they emerge.
ITIL® is the most widely accepted approach to IT service management in the world. ITIL provides a
cohesive set of best practice, drawn from the public and private sectors internationally.1
ITIL the following key domain areas:
§ Service Delivery – Covers processes required for the planning and delivery of quality IT
services.
§ Service Support – Describes processes associated with the day-to-day support and
maintenance activities.
§ ICT Infrastructure Management – Covers aspects of ICT Infrastructure Management
from identification of requirements through the tendering process, to testing
installation, deployment, ongoing operation and optimization.
§ Planning to Implement Service Management – Examines issues and tasks involved in
planning, implementing and improving Service Management processes.
§ Application Management – Describes how to manage applications from initial need,
through stages in the application lifecycle, up to retirement.
§ The Organizational Perspective – Provides advice and guidance to help IT personnel to
understand how they can contribute to the objectives.
§ Security Management – Details the process of planning and managing a defined level of
security for information and IT services, including aspects associated with reaction to
security incidents.
Software Asset Management – Describes processes necessary for the effective
management, control and protection of software assets within an organization.

1

Source: http://www.itil-officialsite.com/home/home.asp
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Adopting ISO 27001
The ISO 27001 standard provides information to responsible parties for implementing Information
Security within an organization. It can be seen as a basis for developing security standards and
management practices within an organization to improve reliability on information security in interorganizational relationships.
Best practices mentioned are:
§ Information security policy
§ Assignment of responsibility for information security
§ Problem escalation
§ Business continuity management
Action Points
To achieve alignment of leading practice to requirements the implementing agency would evaluate
the use of COBIT as the first step to implementing standard IT Policies and Procedures within the
organization. This framework will provide an overall control framework for the organization based
on an IT process model. Other specific practices and standards such as ITIL and ISO 27001 which
cover discrete areas can then be mapped to the COBIT Framework, thus providing a hierarchical and
sequential implementation of IT Policies and Procedures. In Summary, following initiatives are
envisaged:
§ Use COBIT for overall IT Governance And Control
§ Use ITIL for Service Delivery And Support (this can be mapped to CoBIT)
§ Use ISO 17799 for Security (this can be mapped to CoBIT)
The application shall have a centralized security management foundation that shall enable delivery
of application and data to internal users, partners and external users in a secure manner. Security
layer will provide User Authentication, Authorization and Identity & Access Management services. In
addition it shall also provide auditing and logging functionality for effectively monitoring/tracking
the user activities in the application. It will also have Single Sign On facility for the internal users for
the various modules of the application. This shall avoid multiple authentications for each of the
modules in the application.
The implementing agency is expected to submit a periodic report as per the project health status to
Ministry of Mines and IBM. This would enable the Ministry of Mines and IBM to have a strategic
control on the application.

4.9 Data Centre, Server Infrastructure and Systems
The servers and storage equipments are to be housed in a Data Centre as presented in the ICT
blueprint diagram (Figure1- ICT Blueprint).
Considering the number of concurrent users, the transactions volumes and the storage
requirements, data centre is required for implementing the system.
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Co-locating in a Government Data Centre (NIC) has been adopted as the most optimal case. In this
scenario, the implementing agency would be responsible for procuring or developing the ICT
infrastructure like servers, OS, MTS applications and COTS product and using the services of an
already existing Government Data Centre of NIC. In this case, the existing infrastructure and
manpower availability can be utilized effectively by Ministry of Mines and Indian Bureau of Mines.
Also the demand on the financial expenditure greatly reduces as the components of Data Centre like
Building Management Systems, DC and DR location costs, EMS licenses, HVAC, DG and other
components are already available and managed by the Data Centre Operator.
Disaster Recovery site strategy
There are various types of DR strategies which are prevalent among organizations today. The key
ones are continuous availability DR, hot server DR, warm server DR and cold server DR. The costs
for setting up and maintaining the DR vary with each strategy and each option has been evaluated
based on the critical application requirements.
Based on IBM’s inputs and considering the critical nature of data as pointed by IBM, a continuous
availability DR server is proposed. Continuous availability DR involves real time data replication and
relies on continuous data transfer. It is suitable for large scale operations and is independent of
applications and operating systems.
Below are further details on indicative infrastructure requirements for the DR strategy
► Site contains all required IT equipment
► Fully redundant with real-time information mirroring from original site
► Staffed with personnel 24 x 7 hours per week
► Immediate availability of operations
► Very high availability and expensive (3-4X)
A Complete DR shall be setup at NIC, Hyderabad. We can use the already existing infrastructure
(connectivity) between NIC Delhi and NIC Hyderabad. Seismic pointers for NIC Hyderabad location is
minimal and DC and DR shall be in different seismic zone.
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Gigabit LAN

Figure 11: Overview of Infrastructure
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4.10 Interface / Adapters
The key interfaces and adapters, that would enable MTS to seamlessly exchange information with other
applications and systems, are presented in the ICT blueprint diagram (Figure1- ICT Blueprint).
The interfaces / adapters are described below:
a. Auto weigh bridges
One of the key improvement areas identified during technology enabled business process
engineering was the use of sensor based measurements systems. After the transition to the use
of a software application system for services, account management, reporting and for dispatch
management, the next phase of ICT initiatives could focus on the reduction of manual
measurement and discretion in entry of data into the system. The control and regulation function
would then be performed through automated measurements through devices such as electronic
weighing scales. It is essential that the software application be developed such that the
measurements can be fed directly into the software through auto weighing systems. In this
advanced stage, the mining department could focus on getting near real-time data without any
manual intervention. The automated measurement solutions would enable reduction in errors and
losses.
b. Data exchange interface
It is envisaged that the Ministry of Mines, IBM and State DMGs systems should be able to
exchange data with other Government systems. Examples of data exchange requirements include
the following:
· Concession data exchange between State Mining Departments and IBM
· Approvals and clearances from the MoEF, PCB, Land Records
· Information exchange with CBEC system (DGCI&S) and Information exchange with ICT
systems at ports, airports etc.
· Exploration reports from exploration agencies
c. Other Government Systems
Interface with other government systems like for approvals from Pollution Control Board,
Ministry of Environment & Forests would be required for paperless and completely traceable
processes in MTS.
d. Help desk Interface
One of the interaction points with Mining department would be call centre. There would be a toll
free number where in any concessionaire or citizen would be able to call to register their
complaints. The tracking of the same would be done through the complaint number provided by
the call centre. Tracking of complaint through internet portal would also be available.
e. State Border check post Integration
The State Border Check post (BCP) envisages that all trucks passing through check post would
be recorded. The Mining Department system should be able to seamlessly exchange information
with the BCP system so that transit passes in MTS system are automatically linked with transit
passes crossing BCP.
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f.

GIS System
A Geographic Information System (‘GIS’) is a technological tool for comprehending geography
and the various physical resources. The objective with respect to the GIS component is to display
location specific information on mineral resources and mining tenements including on-line
transaction based tenement mapping.
GIS map is a critical component of the Mining Tenement System. The GIS map would present the
overall picture of mining in India to the entrepreneurs and facilitate ease of mining area
identification, selection and application. However, immense efforts are envisaged for the
implementation of GIS map for the mining industry.
It is to be noted that all mining concessions are location specific and hence demands an
integrated system with necessary GIS interface. This GIS system will be multi-layer as well as
multi-scale from 1:50000 (RP, PL around SOI reference) to 1:4000 (Cadastral map interface for
ML). In this context, “GIS based Mining Atlas & Registry Services” acts as platform for delivery of
integrated MTS services. Multi-layer GIS will facilitate integration of “Mineral Inventory” using
spatial data available with GSI, FSI, IBM etc. on National GIS Base map service as “Mining Atlas”.
This Atlas will further deploy on-line work-flow based mapping services integrating MTS registry
data from MIS, resulting into dynamic MTS-GIS maps.
The components envisaged as key requirements for GIS are:
► Maps:
o Base Map from SOI
o Map Layers (like State Cadastral Maps, Forest Maps)
o Layers from GSI related to mining (Geology, mineral zonation etc.)
o Satellite Images of Mining areas
► DGPS surveyed data of mining leases
► GIS software and Lease information database
The agency needs to integrate the map layers – Mineral layers (GSI), Forest Layer (Forest
department), Cadastral maps (Department of Land Resources) and Satellite images (NRSC) with
the SOI base map available with NIC. The State Department and the Exploration agencies would
be providing the data for the concessions granted and explorations carried out. This needs to be
tagged on the base map creating a layer. This layer would be accessed by the all stakeholders
with valid registration id and password.
The States would be providing the data related to the notifications, new concessions grants
which should be updated on the GIS maps. Similarly, the concessionaires should be able to view
the notifications and available areas based on which he should be allowed to apply for a new
concession. Seamless integration needs to be provided such that post selection of the area, the
concessionaire would be forwarded to the appropriate web site where he would be able to apply
for a concession for a notification or for a first in time application. The system should be
intelligent to check for the exclusivity of applications ML and PL which are non-exclusive in
nature. Post relinquishment of an area, the system should be able to update the maps to depict
the new area under the concessionaire.
The system should be able to present area wise, mineral wise, concession wise and
concessionaire wise data layer on the GIS maps based on the user request. Similarly, a
concessionaire should be routed into his own user account and presented with all details
regarding his own concessions. Provision should be kept such that a user should not be able to
view the details of another user.
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The core GIS components are as follows:
Sr. No. Component
1
Base Map
2
Forest layer
3
Cadastral Maps
4
Mineral Layers
5
Satellite Images
6
DGPS Survey
7
Lease Information System
8
GIS Software Application

Responsible Stakeholder
SoI (through NIC)
Department of Forests, State Government
Department of Land Revenue, State Government
GSI
National Remote Sensing Centre, Hyderabad
State empanelled agencies
State Departments
MTS Implementing agency

The above data layers are coming from multiple sources and multiple processes. These need to be
standardized and combined in an integrated manner in the GIS. This entails the following components
which may be categorized as “Data development and organization”:
· Standardization of heterogeneous data as per application needs
· Digitization
· Feature extraction and coding
· Mosaicing & edge matching
· Geo-referencing
· Attribution etc.

Base maps
The base map on a scale of 1:50000 for India has been prepared by Survey of India (SOI) in a
physical form and necessary base map may be extended for the project through appropriate
mechanism for MTS. Necessary MTS-GIS infrastructure will be provisioned in the project for base
map. For RP and PL concessions, a base map of 1:50,000 scale may be considered for georeferencing the exploration areas on the base map. However, for ML concessions a base map of
1:4000 scale would be required as per IBM circular no. 2/2010 (as per IBM recommendations).
Since authentic base map at this scale is not available, Satellite imagery may be used as a
alternate measure till base map of 1:10000 is envisaged to be developed during 12th plan by SOI
are available.
It may be noted that complete SOI data as provided in proprietary format has been converted to
align in WGS84 format by NIC. Its alignment has been well achieved as per the International
standards. This alignment enables the world services e.g. Google, Bing, ESRI etc., to overlay with
data at NIC. This paves the way to utilize input as developed through external services in offline
or online mode as per the terms and conditions of the services. This is the other alternative being
proposed in place of 1:4000 scale base maps.
Cadastral and Forest maps
Department of Land Resources, Ministry of Rural Development has launched the National Land
Record Modernization Program (‘NLRMP’) which would include digitization of all cadastral maps.
This is being done on a scale of 1:4000. On completion, this may be integrated with the MTS base
map. This would allow the entrepreneur to identify the land owner for which he intends to apply
for a concession.
Similarly Ministry of Environment and Forests are also considering the preparation of GIS Forest
maps which are presently available with the State Departments as physical maps.
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These maps as and when available should be integrated with the other map services. However,
discussions are required on the availability timelines with the respective State Departments.
GSI Layers:
The mining zonation layer and geology layers help concessionaries to identify prospecting areas
for application. Hence Integration of GSI layers is essential for MTS. Ministry of Mines may
enable this process.
DGPS Survey
As per IBM circular No. 2/2010, for the submission of a Mining Plan the following components
are mandatory► Cadastral maps (Khasra Plan) depicting the lease boundary
► DGPS survey for the ground position of the lease area
► Satellite images of the proposed mining area
Entrepreneurs may face difficulty in getting the above processed through multiple stakeholders
and it might prove to be a time consuming activity as well. The chances of errors or incorrect
mining plan submission also exist.
To cater to this, Indian Bureau of Mines may consider empanelling agencies who could be made
responsible for arranging the above requirements on behalf of the applicant. This may be
established on the similar model like the Recognized Qualified Person (‘RQP’). This framework
will enable IBM to regulate the submissions as per their requirements through a pool of
empanelled and qualified agencies.
During the implementation phase, issues may arise due to the area mismatch between the
physical land allotment and the geo-referenced area plots on GIS maps. Certain level of policy
and rules may be considered to settle the issues which may arise during this exercise.
Process
The GIS application needs to be integrated with the related stakeholders and the MTS – Registry
component to facilitate the flow of information. The diagram presents the overview of the
interactions between the stakeholders and MTS-GIS along with the supporting components –
Maps, Data Layer Hub and the GIS Software.
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Data Sources
Entrepreneur / Concessionaire

Exploration agencies
(MECL and GSI)

► Checks online maps to view :
1) Minerals
2) Concessions
3) Notifications
► Online applications based on
the selected area

► Exploration data/reports
publicly available
► Links to the reports which can
be obtained / purchased

MTS - GIS

State Mining Departments

Forest & Land Resources
Department and NRSC

► Issues notifications on
concessions
► Checks applications for area
exclusivity
► Time series monitoring for area
infringement by miners

► Provide the layers:
1) Forest areas
2) Cadastral
3) Satellite images

Maps
Base Maps
(NICMAPS)

Forest Maps

Cadastral Maps

Satellite Images
(NRSC)

Geological Maps
(GSI)

Exploration Maps
(GSI and PSU)

Concession
notif ications

DGPS survey
reports

Data Layer Hub
Lease areas

Areas surrendered

Exploration reports

Geo-referenced
Khasra Maps

GIS Software
The functional requirements have been described in more details in the Functional Requirements
Specifications report provided as an enclosure with this report.
g. Dashboard system
Dashboards should be designed for each of the internal and external stakeholders to present the
health of their activities, concessions and other parameters

4.11 Network Infrastructure
MTS would be provided as a web based system for all MTS stakeholders. The availability of network
connectivity is essential in this context. It has been depicted in the ICT blueprint diagram (ICT
Blueprint).
The stakeholders would be interacting with the web based services offered by MTS. To avail these
services; the stakeholders would require network connectivity. The following table presents the
present options available with each entity:

Sr.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Stakeholder

Table 8: Network Connectivity
Network Connectivity

Ministry of Mines
Indian Bureau of Mines
National Informatics Centre (DC and DR)
State Department (head quarters, district
offices and Check posts)
Concessionaires

NICNET
VPN
NICNET
State SWANs (if not available, then the broadband
connections would be required)
Broadband
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The network requirements envisaged to facilitate the functioning of MTS are as follows:
§ The network should provide end to end connectivity which includes last mile connectivity to the
central data center
§ The network should be able to support the number of concurrent users estimated by the State
departments.
§ Functionally the network must facilitate various locations, intranet and internet and other delivery
channels of the communication channels
§ The network should be scalable to accommodate new offices, locations and new users
§ All equipment and connectivity should provide robust security features and standards
§ There should be adequate redundancies in the system so that connectivity is available for
continuous access to data and resources
§ Service levels based on infrastructure availability should be monitored
Figure 12: Network Logical Diagram

NIC Data Centre and DR are connected by the NICNET and Internet clouds. Moreover, the MTS services
would be available on request from the States. Selecting a MPLS service provider to provide a
connection to all the State WANs, IBM VPN, NICNET and Internet cloud without the option of providing
last mile connectivity may be difficult.
For this purpose, it is recommended that the stakeholders would be required to have either NICNET or
Internet (broadband) connection to access the Data Centre and DR. The replication link between DC,
Delhi and DR, Hyderabad is also existing which may be used for the replication purpose.
The bandwidth requirements have been presented in the network logical diagram. However the data is
indicative in nature and may change.
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4.12 Volumetric Estimate
The volumetric estimates are required to gain an understanding of the envisaged system to be
developed. The core areas of data are based on the manpower, transactional volumes, infrastructure
availability and network connectivity.
The scope of this document includes Ministry of Mines, Indian Bureau of Mines (head quarters, zonal
and regional offices), State Departments, District offices & check posts and concessionaires.
4.12.1 System users (Ministry of Mines, IBM and Concessionaires)
Sr. No.

3

Locations

Actual number of
User *

1

25

Head quarters - Nagpur (ZO and RO)

1

18

Zonal office - Ajmer (RO)

1

4

Zonal office - Bangalore (RO)

1

4

Regional Office – Bhubaneshwar

1

4

Regional Office – Jabalpur

1

2

Regional Office – Kolkata

1

2

Regional Office - Guwahati

1

2

Regional Office – Nagpur

1

2

Regional Office - Ranchi

1

2

Regional Office – Dehradun

1

2

Regional Office – Udaipur

1

2

Regional Office – Chennai

1

2

Regional Office – Goa

1

2

Regional Office – Hyderabad

1

2

Regional Office – Nellore

1

2

NA

~9000

Ministry of Mines / State, UT DMG /IBM

1

Ministry of Mines

2

Indian Bureau of Mines

Concessionaires

Central Internal Users (Ministry and IBM)
Concessionaires

96
10000

* Data for manpower received from IBM and NIC
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4.12.2

System users (State Departments)

States

Concessions

Tier Status

Estimated number of user

Andhra Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Orissa
Rajasthan
Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
West Bengal

2145
2
8
63
599
129
1105
10
59
54
333
1309
143
2133
444
12
29
1068
3037
2
928
115
133
63

1
3
3
3
2
3
1
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
2
3
3
1
1
3
1
3
3
3

30
10
10
10
20
10
30
10
10
10
10
30
10
30
20
10
10
30
30
10
30
10
10
10

*Note: Due to data unavailability, the following assumptions were made in calculating the number of
users in the State departments who would be using the system- For States with concessions more than
900 concessions Tier status has been given as 1, more than 400 concessions tier status is 2 and tier
status 3 for the rest. Manpower estimation has been decided based on the tier status as follows: Tier
Status 1 – 30, Tier status 2 – 20 and Tier status 3 – 10.
4.12.3

Sr. No.

Transactional Volumes

Ministry of Mines / State,
UT DMG /IBM

Concessi
on
applicatio
ns

Total number of transactions for one year
Mining
Annua
Month
Concessi
Plan/
Inspectio
l
ly
on
Scheme
ns
Retur
Retur
grants
submissi
ns
ns
on

Mine
Closure
applicati
on

1

Ministry of Mines

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

2

Indian Bureau of Mines

NA

984

2514

4917

32623

71

3

Andhra Pradesh

NA
NA

2145

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

4

Arunachal Pradesh

NA

2

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

5

Assam

NA

8

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

6

Bihar

NA

63

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

7

Chhattisgarh

NA

599

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

8

Goa

NA

129

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

9

Gujarat

NA

1105

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

10

Haryana

NA

10

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

11

Himachal Pradesh

NA

59

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
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Ministry of Mines / State,
UT DMG /IBM

Sr. No.

Concessi
on
applicatio
ns

Total number of transactions for one year
Mining
Annua
Month
Concessi
Plan/
Inspectio
l
ly
on
Scheme
ns
Retur
Retur
grants
submissi
ns
ns
on

Mine
Closure
applicati
on

12

Jammu and Kashmir

NA

54

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

13

Jharkhand

NA

333

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

14

Karnataka

NA

1309

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

15

Kerala

NA

143

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

16

Madhya Pradesh

NA

2133

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

17

Maharashtra

NA

444

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

18

Manipur

NA

12

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

19

Meghalaya

NA

29

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

20

Orissa

NA

1068

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

21

Rajasthan

NA

3037

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

22

Sikkim

NA

2

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

23

Tamil Nadu

NA

928

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

24

Uttar Pradesh

NA

115

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

25

Uttarakhand

NA

133

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

26

West Bengal

NA
0

63
13923

NA
984

NA
2514

NA
0

NA
4917

NA
32623

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

0

16,708

1,181

3,017

0

5,900

39,148

Total
Expected % increase in applications over
next 5 years
Total number of applications after 5 years

*Data received from IBM and NIC, expected percentage increase in applications as per discussion with
IBM and NIC
4.12.4

IT Systems
Technology

Sr.
No
.

Stakeholder

IT System

1

Ministry of
Mines

MCAS,
Revision

2

Indian
Bureau of
Mines

TMIS ,
Registration
, Online
Returns,
MCAS

System modules
Prior Approval,
Revision submission
and tracking
Internal operations
and Mineral
Inventory,
Submission of
returns, Tracking of
concession approval
(MP/Scheme)

Platform

Programming
Language

Database

GIS
Application

Window

ASP.NET

SQL
Server

None

Linux &
Windows

None

Oracle

None
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4.12.5

Record
Name/
Timelin
e

Data
Size
per
record
(Mb)
Data
Size
per
record
(GB)
Databa
se size
for
Year 1
(2013)
in GB
Databa
se size
for
Year 2
(2014)
in GB
Databa
se size
for
Year 3
(2015)
in GB
Databa
se size
for
Year 4
(2016)
in GB
Databa
se size
for
Year 5
(2017)
in GB

Record Size

Existing
Concess
ions
data

New
Conces
sion
submis
sion

New
Conces
sion
grant

Mining
Plan /
Schem
e

Inspec
tion
report
s

Revisio
n
Applica
tions

Retur
ns
(Mont
hly)

Trans
port
permi
t
reque
sts

Mine
Closur
e
Plans

Others
(Show
Cause,
Violation
s,
Directive
s,
Transfer,
Discontin
uance)

5

5

2

5

1

1

1

0.25

2

1

0.0048
82813

0.0048
82813

0.0019
53125

0.0048
82813

0.0009
76563

0.0009
76563

0.000
9765
6

0.000
2441
4

0.0019
53125

0.000976
563

74

49

2

15

5

1

176

3663

1

78

54

3

17

6

2

194

4029

83

60

3

18

6

2

213

88

65

3

20

7

2

94

72

3

22

8

2

Total
Data
(GB)

Tot
al
Dat
a
(TB
)

10

3996

3.9
0

1

11

4395

4.2
9

4432

1

12

4830

4.7
1

234

4875

1

13

5308

5.1
8

258

5362

1

15

5837

5.7
0

*Data size per record has been made based on discussion with NIC
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5

Change Management & Capacity Building Strategy

The introduction of reforms necessitates changes in the functioning of an organization. The propensity
for changes is commensurate with the extent of reforms introduced. The introduction of an online
Mining Tenement System (MTS) would also necessitate changes in the functioning of the stakeholders
concerned. Change management is the process of developing a planned approach to change in an
organization. This would involve greater appreciation of the use of the tools of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) to facilitate faster delivery of services to the concessionaires.
Further use of such tools would also reduce procedural delays and promote the aims of transparency,
accountability and good governance. The importance for changes would have to be instilled from the
top levels in order to be internalized by the employees. The use of various training modules would also
go a long way in bringing about the expected changes. Capacity building would expose the employees
to different ways of attaining objectives and enhance their perspective in the long run. Foreseeing this,
related aspects to change management and capacity building have been included in the project and are
illustrated in following sections.

5.1 Identify Stakeholders
The implementation of the MTS is likely to impact all the players in the mining chain right from the
concessionaires to the Ministry/Department of Mines. Simultaneously, its success is likely to be
measured by the synergistic involvement of these stakeholders at various levels of execution. For
the purpose of the Study, the stakeholders / target audience have been categorized as follows:
1.
Internal Stakeholders
2.
External Stakeholders
It is important to understand the needs of various stakeholders so as to plan capacity building and
training plan appropriately. The table below shows the stakeholder categories and the key needs of
the stakeholders in terms of capacity building.

Stakeholder
Category

Internal
Stakeholders

Stakeholders

Table 9: Stakeholder Needs
Needs of Stakeholders

► Secretary (Ministry of Mines
and
State
Mining
Department)
► Joint Secretary
► Top officers (Ministry of
Mines and State Mining
Department)
► All employees under Centre
and
State
Mining
Departments
► Call Centre personnel
► Internal Auditors

System Administrators

► Executive awareness
► Change management Workshops and Seminars
► Workshop on effective implementation of eGovernance initiatives

► Sensitization towards e-governance
► Computer awareness (business productivity
suite, internet, basic troubleshooting etc)
► Various e-Governance Application developed for
the department and the integration of these
applications
with
other
e-Governance
Applications
► All the functions related to this project and the
portal
Specialized technology skill like
► Database management
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Stakeholder
Category

External
Stakeholders

Stakeholders

Needs of Stakeholders
► Network and server management
► Troubleshooting etc
► e-governance services available
department

► Concessionaires
► Entrepreneurs
► Non registered users

with

the

The table below identifies the core areas in the mining life cycle along with the concerned agency which
would be responsible for it;

3.
4.

Table 10: Responsible Agencies
Core Functional Area
Responsible Agency
Registration
Indian Bureau of Mines
Grant of Concession
Department of Mines/Directorate of Mines of
State
Approval of Mining Plan/Scheme
Indian Bureau of Mines
Correction of concessionaire’s details
Directorate of Mines of State

5.

Transfer of Mining Lease

Directorate of Mines of State

6.

Extension of Mining Lease

7.

Payment of royalties for major
minerals
Filing of returns
Inspection of Mines
Temporary discontinuance of Mine
Stoping of Vein
Closure of Mine
Forfeiture of Security deposit

Department of Mines/Directorate of Mines of
State
Department of Mines/Directorate of Mines of
State
Directorate of Mines/Indian Bureau of Mines
Directorate of Mines/Indian Bureau of Mines
Directorate of Mines/Indian Bureau of Mines
Indian Bureau of Mines
Indian Bureau of Mines
Indian Bureau of Mines

S. No
1.
2.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Key focus on States
The States are at the centre stage of the entire mining life cycle. The entire process right from the time
an application is made till the concession is granted is concentrated in the State except for
interventions by the centre in certain defined situations. This includes the following situations;
 Approval from Ministry of Environment before Letter of Intent (LOI) is granted
 Prior approval from Ministry of Mines in case of scheduled minerals (abolished in the draft bill)
 Revision cases which are decided at the central level
 Mining Plan submitted with IBM
 Approval from IBM for closure of mines
Hence the interface of the concessionaires/applicants is mostly with officers of the State. Moreover
the obligations of the concessionaires like filing of returns, royalty payments etc also need to be met at
the State level. The role of Ministry of Mines and IBM is more of a regulatory nature. Hence any change
management strategy would have to take into account the requirements of Department of Mines and
their officials and how these can be met, so that the online MTS meets its given purpose.

5.2 Need for Training & Awareness
The introduction of an online MTS would have learning both for internal and external stakeholders.
Hence there would be an urgent need for adequate training and awareness to deal with these new
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interventions. Introduction of new processes requires enhanced capability on part of the stakeholders
to incorporate these changes in their existing schedule. This would involve equipping the departmental
employees especially those at the cutting edge with adequate knowledge/information and resources.
Generating sufficient awareness of the changes brought about is also an important aspect of the
change
management
process.
This
would
involve
informing
and
educating
the
applicants/concessionaires about the need for such changes and also training them on using the new
modules.
The table below summarizes the key interventions and the corresponding requirements of capacity
building on the stakeholders.

S. No.

Key intervention

Table 11: Training & Awareness Needs
Training & Awareness Needs
Internal Stakeholder
External Stakeholder

Registration
1.
Online Registration

Not required

2.

Generation
of
registration number

unique

3.

Creation of Master Data

Grant of Concession
4.
Online Application

Not required

Training
on
updation,
modification of the data
Training in the tools of
Information
and
Communication Technology
to access those applications.

5.

Online ledger of Stakeholders

6.

Online check of maps

7.

Use of Digital Signature

Training in computers to
maintain such a database
Updating the maps with
regard to their current status
(area allotted, freehold etc)
Not required

8.

Online tracking of Application

Not required

Execution of Concession
9.
Online upload of Clearances
Approval of Mining Plan / Scheme
10.
Online submission of Mining
Plan

Basic training in computers.
Would have to be made aware
of the change through
advertisements, workshops,
etc
Would have to be made aware
of the change through
advertisements, workshops,
etc
Not required

Basic training in computers.
Would have to be made aware
of the change through
advertisements, workshops,
etc
Would have to be made aware
through publicity.
Would have to be made aware
through publicity.
Need to be made aware about
the need to have a digital
signature
Need to be made aware of
such a module through
advertisements

Not required

Would have to be made aware
through publicity

Not required

Would have to be made aware
through publicity
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S. No.

Key intervention

Training & Awareness Needs
Internal Stakeholder

Correction of Concessionaire’s Details
11.
By
lessee
or
through The concerned officer would
Department
have to be made aware on
accepting or rejecting the
changes
Transfer of Mining Lease
12.
Online
Application
for Not required
Transfer
Extension of Mining Lease
13.
Auto reminders for extension The concerned officer would
have to be made aware of
these auto reminders and the
need to take a decision
14.
Online
application
for Not required
extension of Mining Lease

Payment of Royalties for Major Minerals
15.
Advance collection of Royalty Not required
16.
Auto calculation of Royalty
The rate of royalty would
have to be entered in the
system
following
which
royalty
would
be
automatically calculated.
17.
Generation of transaction ID Not required
for each transit pass
18.
Bar code on transit passes
Not required
19.

Linking of Annual Mining Plan
target to transit pass

20.

Linking
of
Environment
Ministry Production Limit
21.
Purchaser details required to
generate transit pass
22.
Auto calculation of District
Mineral Foundation and State
Cess
Filing of Returns
23.
Mandatory filing of online
returns

24.

Use of digital signature

The concerned officer would
be made aware of the target
being reached through alerts.
The concerned officer would
have to be made aware
Not required
Not required

Not required

Not required

External Stakeholder
Would have to be made aware
through publicity

Would have to be made aware
through publicity
Not required

Basic training in computers.
Would have to be made aware
of the change through
advertisements, workshops,
etc
Not required
Not required

Would have to be made aware
through publicity
Would have to be made aware
through publicity
Would have to be made aware
through publicity
Would have to be made aware
through publicity
Would have to be made aware
through publicity
Not required

Basic training in computers.
Would have to be made aware
of the change through
advertisements, workshops,
etc
Would have to be made aware
through publicity
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S. No.

Key intervention

25.

Reconciliation
of
passes with returns

26.

transit

Regular reminders to
stakeholders
27.
Blocking of transit pass
Inspection of Mines
28.
Allotment
of
Mines
Inspecting Officer

all

to

29.

Scheduling
Inspecting
officers’ site visits

30.

Use of tablets during site
inspections

Temporary Discontinuance of Mines
31.
Notification for filing Nil
Returns
Stoping of Vein
32.
Link to inspection

Closure of Mine
33.
Reconciliation of Progressive
Mine Closure Plan with Final
Mine Closure Plan
Forfeiture of Security Deposit
34.
Trigger for forfeiture

Training & Awareness Needs
Internal Stakeholder
The concerned officer would
have to be trained on online
reconciliation of pass with
return
Not required

External Stakeholder
Would have to be made aware
through publicity

Not required

Not required

Not required

Each inspector would have to
be well informed about his
lease
The site visits would have to
be organized strictly as per
the schedule
The inspectors would have to
be trained for using the
tablets

Would have to be aware of
the concerned inspecting
officer
Not required

Not required

Would have to be made aware
through publicity

The inspecting officer would
have to be made aware of the
stoping details and entering it
in the system

Not required

The concerned officer would
have to be trained for
reconciliation of the mining
plans

Not required

The concerned officer should
be able to respond to such
trigger

Not required

Not required

5.3 Resistance Management Planning
Resistance management is an essential part of the change management strategy. Introduction of any
change/reform meets with a lot of resistance from the employees especially in the initial stages. This is
especially true of situations where employees have been used to doing work in a particular fashion over
a period of time. Such employees are normally at the cutting edge level and the impact of any change is
felt the most by these people only. It is a challenge to make them adapt to a new working style. This
would involve organizing trainings/workshops for such category of employees to prepare them for
these changes. A well planned resistance management strategy deals with various types of resistance
issues that may come up along the path of behavioral change of an employee expected during the
implementation of this project. Resistance can be managed by adopting the Change Management
Framework depicted below.
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Figure 13: Change Management Framework for Managing Resistance
Change Catalysts

Change Levers / Vehicle

Internalize

Understand

Accept

Deny
Employee Commitment Journey

5.3.1
Identifying Change Agents
This involves identifying people who are in the best position to facilitate changes. Such people are
normally in the senior levels of the concerned department and can convince others of the need for
adapting to such changes. In the context of this project such change agents could be people who are
part of the top administration- Secretary, Additional Secretary, Joint Secretary and Director. The fact
that these officers are vested with the requisite authority and have a vide overview of the
departmental functioning make them ideal for bringing about the desired changes.
5.3.2
Change Management Catalysts
Change management catalysts take up leadership roles important to not only drive change but also
sustain it till the time it is completed. Leadership during change management involves working in two
mutually overlapping and interdependent domains namely, ‘People and Organization’. A strong
leadership communicates trust, encouragement and confidence to those who are led and paves way for
creating and articulating a shared vision. It facilitates an atmosphere of confidence and trust, vital to
motivating, enhancing the ability and changing the attitude of the staff members.
Leadership of senior level officials will play the following role in change management:
 Communicating the need for this change and involving all parties equally to be part of it.
 Communicating business information and performance.
 Taking ownership for driving change at all levels within the Department.
Table 12: Role of Change Management Catalyst
Role as Change Management Catalyst - Senior Leadership
Personnel Position
 Secretary
 Joint Secretary

Responsibility
 Communicating the need for this change and involving all employees
equally to be part of it.
 Communicating key information about change initiatives
 Taking ownership for driving change at all levels within the entity and
department
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 Planning action steps to ensure that change initiatives are sustained
over time
 Aim to seamlessly integrate working in two symbiotically
interdependent domains namely, ‘People and Organization’ through
regular discussion and feedback
 Communicating the shared vision of the project in simple
comprehensible language.
 Setting example by adopting to change initiatives, undertaking
necessary training and communicating the benefits to all
departments. This will ensure an atmosphere of confidence and trust,
vital to motivating, enhancing the ability and changing the attitude of
the team members.
Role as Change Management Catalyst - Change Agents
 Deputy /Under Secretary
 Senior officials

5.3.3

 Contribute to the change process by suggesting seniors ways to
integrate and adopt change initiatives
 Adapt and follow new processes and systems implemented as a result
of this project
 Share benefits of the new processes and systems
 Be spokesperson for communicating the innovative changes to
external stakeholders
 Explain new processes and objectives to staff members and deal with
issues they may face in adopting the same
 Escalate challenges/ issues in implementing the desired changes to
higher authorities and thereby adopt a proactive problem solving
approach. This will further help in management of risks related to a
project of such scale and complexity
 Encourage feedback on the new change initiatives from staff members

Resistance Management
Table 13: Resistance Management

Resistance Management in MINISTRY OF MINES
Cause of Resistance
 Comfort with “old /
routine”
way
of
working
 Skepticism about the
new initiatives
 Uncertainty about the
benefits
of
the
proposed changes.
 Lack of IT and domain
expertise
 Inertia
among
department
to
cooperate
and
communicate
information on time

Impact of Resistance
 Backlog of data
 Work done manually
results in errors and
inconsistency
 Delays
in
report
generation,
inaccuracy in data
collected
 Source
of
error
cannot be tracked
 Undue delays due to
lack of communication
and
miscommunication
 Information requests

Resistance Management/ Action to be taken
 Communication with employees at all
levels about the objectives of the project
and
the
changes
expected
in
implementation. This can be done through
face-to-face meetings with homogeneous
groups of employees in the department.
 Training and skill development programs
 Workshops showing videos of the present
condition of work output, modus operandi
and resultant inefficiencies. This should
be followed by demonstrations of how the
changes will correct existing flaws and
remove bottlenecks.
 Feedback sessions to gather opinion on
the usefulness of training, etc
 IT training – Basic, Intermediate, Advance
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Resistance Management in MINISTRY OF MINES
Cause of Resistance

Impact of Resistance
cannot be catered to
in
a timely and
efficient manner
 Inefficient tracking of
effectiveness
and
implementation
updates
 Lack of co-ordination
in
evaluation
and
planning purposes

Resistance Management/ Action to be taken
– for various levels of staff
Leadership training to ensure that main
issues are correctly reported to senior
officials on time

5.4 Communication Plan for Change Management
The ability to communicate is essential to the success of any undertaking and an important factor in the
achievement of the project objectives. It is crucial that the communication strategy deployed in the
implementation of e-Governance conveys a number of key messages, namely, that e-Governance:
 Is a sustainable development initiative that will prepare the organization at all levels to be
competitive in the new global economy;
 Is an attempt to make available digital opportunities (quick & responsive) through focused
investment in public service delivery;
 Will enhance the efficacy of Government for improved service delivery to the citizens
The awareness and communication strategy to be designed for the three stages for the project:
 Development stage – when there will be a need for building ownership.
 Implementation stage – where the teams need to be motivated to meet the timelines and
deliver services to its intended users.
 Post-implementation stage – to continuously strengthen and motivate the teams for service
oriented performance and be part of the transformation process.
A well designed communication strategy, which helps perpetuate the objectives of the project, is
extremely crucial for the success of a project given its complexity, reach and multi-strata involvement
of people. To accomplish the objective of the communication strategy, various promotional activities
can be used to spread select messages among targeted beneficiaries and employees within the
Government set up.
The following interventions could be taken for awareness building under MTS (for both internal and
external stakeholders):
 Internal directives- This would involve internal directions by senior officers on change
management and the need to take it seriously. Those employees who adapt to the changes
fast and show the desired behavior need to be recognized publicly by the department.
 Sharing of information with concessionaire- The concessionaires/applicants could also
have one to one discussions with the departmental officers on any issue concerning them.
Further instructions/ guidelines to concessionaires could be incorporated on the website of
the Ministry. Further there could be a mechanism for sharing of information through e
mails.
 Organization of Workshops/Seminars- These workshops would emphasize on the need for
such changes and the importance of employees adapting to the new work style.
 Creation of internal knowledge repository- This would contain information about different
aspects of the newly introduced system.
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Internal newsletter- This could be used to communicate with the employees regarding the
new system to be introduced.
Preparation of Manuals/brochures- These manuals and brochures would cover different
aspects like need for automation, different aspects automated, online services available
etc.
Video Conferencing- This aspect would be especially useful for States. This would involve
video conferencing sessions with officers in the Ministry of Mines and the IBM
Media Coverage- This would be especially useful for the concessionaires/applicants. This
would involve advertisements in the audio visual media, short films and advertisements in
newspapers, advertisements etc.
Establishment of Helpline Number/help desks- Interested concessionaires/applicants could
call up the helpline number to seek any clarification with respect to the new system which
is put in place.

Audience
External
Stakeholders

Table 14: Communication Plan
Development Stage
Implementation Stage






Internal
Stakeholders





Infomercials/
advertisement
through
post/
email
to
the
concessionaires
FAQs/
Instructions
section on webpage to
communicate
basic
functionalities of the new
system
Helpdesk / Phone line for
services for any query
related to the new system



Workshops and training
programs
Internal newsletter
One-on-one
discussions
with senior level staff of
department








Infomercials/
advertisement/
detailed
message
through post/ email
to
the
concessionaires
FAQs/
Instructions
section on webpage
to
communicate
advanced
functionalities of the
new system
Regular
sessions
Identifying
Agents
Advanced
trainings

feedback

Post
Implementation
Stage
 FAQs/
Instructions
section on webpage
 Helpdesk / Phone line
for services for any
query related to the
new system




Change

level


Periodic journal
Knowledge
sharing
sessions
Creation of Knowledge
Repository
Intranet portal

5.5 Measuring the Change
It is essential to quantify or measure the variation in performance once the change has been
introduced, accepted and applied. Performance or output can be measured in terms of effectiveness of
communication, time taken to complete task, accuracy of data / information captured and outlook of
employees towards change
Table 15: Measuring Change
Key
Performance
Measure
Communication

Output Indicator

Significance of Change







Response Time
Number of Follow Ups

Smooth communication
Work gets completed

as per
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Key
Performance
Measure

Output Indicator








Speed









Accuracy





Attitudinal Change







Number of Reminders
Action Steps taken
Drafting of policy initiatives based
on inputs from various sources
Approval
of
formal
official
documents
Presentation of data and reports
Official document drafting writing
style
Discussions with seniors regarding
performance, work related issues,
service improvement ideas

Significance of Change






Data
collection,
compilation,
analysis
Report generation
Backlog clearance
Approval
of
formal
official
documents
Response to Requests, Queries
Response
to
request
for
information from district offices
Waiting queue especially during
peak hours /season




Methodology used for
data
collection, compilation, analysis
Report/Form/Statement
generation
Response to Requests, Queries





Training attendance
Voluntary
participation
in
organization of training, team
activities
Readiness to working with external
consultants
Acceptance and adaptation of
performance
management
measures












instructions
No miscommunication
Multiple groups of people can be
involved simultaneously using
‘CC’ function of email
Less time consuming
Communication via email can be
documented

Work completed in time
Time can be allocated efficiently
towards
knowledge
/
skill
upgradation activities
Reduced work related stress
Feeling of accomplishment
Seniors have increased level of
confidence in team
Minimize backlog of data /
pending information

Improved results
Fair portrayal of reports
Correct assessment of future
trends
Drafting of appropriate policy
initiatives and plan of action
Improved performance
Higher level of satisfaction
Change is viewed as a crucial tool
to adapt to the changing
environment and not as a threat
or hindrance

5.6 Training Plan
As mentioned in previous sections, vital areas of training have been identified for various levels in the
Government hierarchy. Internal stakeholders have been divided into following categories for providing
focused trainings relevant to each category of internal stakeholder:
► Top management
► Middle management
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► Office staff
► Field staff
Based on our assessment, key training areas have been identified under the following heads:
► Orientation training: Trainings & workshops which would focus on creating awareness among
the internal and external stakeholders
► IT training: Trainings which would specifically focus on hands on training of core software and
other related IT software and services
Following table details out the trainings planned for various stakeholders along with brief description of
the trainings.

Sensitization
governance

to

Executive leadership

e-

External
stakeholders

Change management
workshop

► About
the
Department
and
initiatives proposed
► Mission, vision, objectives and subobjectives of the project
► Impact of the proposed initiatives
► Timelines
within
which
the
objectives are to be achieved
► Change initiatives required for the
success of the project
► Level of involvement expected from
stakeholder
► Benefits of change
► How to accept change and inculcate
in work life
► Importance of training and skill
development
► Sensitization towards e-governance
► The initiative underway
► Roadmap for the project
► The impact and benefits envisaged
► Executive awareness
► Change management Workshops and
Seminars
► Soft skill development
► Preparing action plans
► Project monitoring w.r.t. milestones
set and Implementing agency
Management

Field staff

Orientation Trainings
Awareness Workshop

Office staff

Training description

Middle
management

Training name

Top
management

Table 16: Training Plan

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

4

4

4

4

8

4

8

8

8

8

IT trainings
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Core Software - Basic

Core
Software
Advanced

-

Core
Software
Executive

-

Core Software – Train
the trainer

Administrator course

e-governance services
workshop

External
stakeholders

► Extensive hands-on training on
computer awareness
► Basics of hardware/ Networks
► Basics of trouble shooting
► Internet, email
► Office applications
► Hands on training on day – today
usage of core MTS software with
respect
to
e-services,
MIS
generation etc
► Training on advanced features of the
software required for analysis,
forecasting, intelligence etc
► Training for managing the complete
organization with the help of MIS
reports and dashboards
► Hands-on training to understand
usage of all the features of the
proposed products suite so as to be
able to train other personnel
The key technology resources within
the department will have to be trained
on specialized technology skill like
► Database management
► Network and server management
► Troubleshooting etc.
► Hands on training for using eservices provided by Ministry of
Mines

Field staff

Basic IT awareness

Office staff

Training description

Middle
management

Training name

Top
management
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4

4

4

4

8

4

4

4

4

8

4

4

8

8

8

4

8

8

8

8

8

4

8

8

8

8

4

4

8

8

8

8

8

8

4

5.7 Dependencies
Apart from the above mentioned responsibility table, MTS is envisaged to have components which
would be integrated through web services or EDI or map services. This in turn results in dependencies
on other Government departments and organizations.
The table below describes the dependency components and the corresponding Government department
or organizations:

Component

Dependent Stakeholder
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Component

Dependent Stakeholder

NIC

► Co-location web hosting services in NIC Data Centre
► NICMAPs as a map service
► NICNET connectivity for Ministry of Mines, IBM and State Departments

GSI

► Provide mineral map layers as service or data layers as per availability

MoEF,
Department
of
Land Resources

► Provide digitized forest layers and cadastral maps which may be integrated
with MTS GIS Maps

NRSC

► Provide satellite images of select areas to IBM on request on a periodic
basis
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6

Project Financial Estimate

The financial estimates for the implementation of MTS encompasses IT expenditure over a period of five years. The components that have
been included in the cost for Computerization of the MTS are depicted in the figure shown below:
The Cost estimates provided are indicative and are expected to vary based on product, make, model and time of purchase. Consequently,
the estimates are based on publicly available market information and do not result from a tendering or Implementing Agency evaluation
process. The Cost estimates do not take into account any applicable taxes, levies, surcharges.
The summary of the cost estimates is as shown below. All costs are in INR Lakhs.
Operations & Maintenance Phase
Sr. No.

Description

Development
Phase (18
months)

Year 1
67.40

%
Spread
of total
costs

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Total Costs for 5
years
(INR Lakhs)

67.40

67.40

67.40

67.40

1,011.02

12%

169.70

169.70

169.70

169.70

1,697.00

19%

43.10

43.10

517.20

6%

1

Core Software Development Cost

674.01

2

Other Software Cost

848.50

3

Server-side Infrastructure Cost

431.00

4

DC and DR Costs

233.50

125.00

126.25

126.25

126.25

126.25

863.50

10%

5

Network Costs

3.00

10.30

10.30

10.30

10.30

10.30

54.50

1%

6

End User Computing Costs (IBM)

7

Communication Channel Costs

8

System Integration Service Cost

9

Data Development & Organization
including Digitization

327.50

10

Project Management Unit Costs

136.73

39.90

43.89

48.28

53.11

11

Change Management Costs

102.48

102.48

53.34

53.34

12

State Manpower Cost

280.50

199.05

218.85

240.63

13

State Hardware Cost

217.50

21.75

21.75

21.75

21.75

14

NIC Manpower for SCU (Ministry &
IBM)
TOTAL

149.90

73.26

80.59

88.64

97.51

3,511.62

977.57

976.11

1,027.20

1,093.73

1,155.54

8,764.26

169.70
-

-

-

117.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

135.00

2%

12.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

72.00

1%

-

153.23

168.55

185.40

203.94

224.34

935.45

11%

327.50

3%

58.42

380.32

4%

20.58

20.58

352.80

4%

264.59

290.94

1,494.56

17%

21.75

326.25

4%

107.26

597.16

7%

TOTAL COST including Contingency

100%

9,640.69
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6.1

Assumptions

6.1.1
1.

General
Additional contingency costs of 10% are kept to account on overall project cost on account of
rupee dollar volatility, inflation, delay in procurement etc.
Government (NIC) Data Centers proposed to be used for server co-location services
NICNET to be used for the inter-connectivity between the Primary and Alternative data
centers. Moreover, it is recommended that NICNET be used wherever connectivity is available
It is assumed that the end user computing resources (desktops/laptops, NICNET and / or
internet connectivity is already available at all locations (Ministry of Mines, Indian Bureau of
Mines, State Mining Departments and GSI). No additional cost is envisaged for this
component.

2.
3.
4.

6.1.2
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Core Software Cost
All software applications have been considered to be developed in bespoke manner; “ready to
deploy” or COTS products have not been considered.
To arrive at the cost of development, estimated number of function points calculated which
has been converted to man months. The cost per man month is assumed to be INR 75,000
based on average blended rate of empanelled rates.
The annual maintenance costs for the bespoke applications have been estimated as 10% for
any patches, upgrades to be made to the application.
List of software applications, which are accounted for the budgetary estimates are as follows:
a. Registration
b. Returns
c. Revision
d. Inspections
e. Mining Plan Approval
f. Mine Closure Plan
g. IBM specific functions (like response to parliamentary questions, Ministry references and
directives, Issuance of directives, mineral deposits examination reports, deployment
prohibition & mineral inventory)
h. Concession application (Direct, First in time, Auction as per the new act)
i. Concession management and execution (submission of notification for commencement of
operations, generation of registers, Extension of application, Transfer, Mine
discontinuance, Relinquishment of area, revoke or cancellation of concessions)
j. Royalty payment (including transit pass generation and bar code based verification)
To support these applications and to enable the system to interact with other external
systems and stakeholders, system would have interfaces / adapters. The interfaces /
adapters included in the estimate are listed below:
a. EDI/ Web Service development
b. State workflow configuration
c. Electronic data interchange, extract-transform-load and data warehouse tools
configurations
d. Dashboards – Centre and States
e. Check posts interface
f. GSI system configurations
Certain modules like registration and returns are already in place. However, it is envisaged
that these systems would be looked into for integration and customizations purposes. For
which certain costs has been accounted for in the above table. Revision system has also been
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7.
6.1.3
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
6.1.4
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

6.1.5
1.

2.
3.

developed by NIC. However, this needs to be re-designed and a work flow based model needs
to be adopted. Moreover the data also needs to be migrated to a new database.
GIS system configuration effort has been based on the discussion with NIC GIS division
Other Software Cost
Annual Maintenance Cost (AMC) of 20% has been assumed for other software. AMC cost
includes patches, upgrades, warranty of the software etc.
The other software includes:
a. RDBMS Database
b. Identity and Access Management
c. Enterprise Workflow Management
d. Enterprise Service Bus
e. Enterprise Management System
f. Anti Virus System
g. Content Management System
h. Digital Certificate Solution
i. Back up and Archive Solution
j. Extract – Transform – Load Solution
k. Data warehouse
l. Document Management System
m. Helpdesk Solution
n. GIS Server Solution
Minimum two licenses / units have been assumed for all software solutions
Enterprise management systems may not be required if the data centre provides the service
under co-location hosting
Total number of RDBMS database licenses have been calculated on the basis of the number of
database servers to be used (refer to the server side infrastructure costs table)
GIS Server Solution cost has been based on the discussion with NIC GIS division
Server-side Infrastructure Costs
Annual maintenance costs for initial three year would be zero, as this would be included in the
warranty support. Annual costs of 10% have been assumed from year 4 onwards.
NIC empanelled rates are used for making budgetary estimate.
The complete server-side infrastructure would be dedicated for use by MTS.
It is to be noted that based on the co-location policy of the data centre, some of the above
network components like routers, domain name servers, IPS, tape libraries may or may not be
required.
Minimum of two units kept in place at primary data centre location for redundancy
Staging environment would be for ensuring quality checks and security audit of the system
prior to development in the production environment
Data Center and DR Costs
The Datacenter and Disaster recovery sites would not be dedicated and would be used on colocation basis with only hosting costs. NIC Data Centre and Disaster Recovery Site are
considered for Costing purpose.
It is to be noted that the co-location costs may vary depending on the data centre chosen for
co-location services.
As per the server side infrastructure table, tentatively 30-40 servers are envisaged for
different purposes to be hosted in the primary DC and DR sites. A typical rack can
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4.
5.
6.1.6
1.
2.
3.
4.

6.1.7
1.
2.
3.
4.

accommodate 15 servers which makes it approximately 3 racks in primary DC and 2 racks in
the DR site
One time manpower cost is considered for planning the DC/ DR sites
AMC of 10% is considered for racks.
Network Costs
Internet based Broadband connectivity would suffice as last-mile connectivity to offices and
manufacturing units. All licensees would access the system through the internet.
Dedicated leased line connectivity would be required for connectivity between DC and DR
Significant cost reduction may be possible if NICNET could be used wherever connectivity is
not available
Based on discussion with IBM and NIC, any network costs are not accounted for as it has
already been taken care of through NICNET and IBM VPN. It is recommended that IBM may
also coordinate to get connected to the MTS application through NICNET.
End user computing costs
Annual maintenance cost of 10% has been assumed for Handheld Tablets.
100 Handheld Tablets would be required at the IBM offices for inspecting officers, as
discussed with IBM
Digital signatures would be required for signing the documents in MTS and hence 1000
signatures are assumed.
All other components like computers, printers, scanners, UPS, bar codes etc are assumed to
be available at Ministry of Mines, IBM and GSI. End user computing cost for State Mining
Departments is accounted for under State Hardware costs.

6.1.8
1.

Communication Channel Costs
Communication channel for sending SMS and payment gateway cost are considered based on
market assessment of these costs.

6.1.9
1.

System Integration Service cost
It is assumed that the implementation would require 18 months of man month effort while the
support would be provided for 5 years post implementation.
The cost here accounts for operational service like data backup, data archival, technical debugging, software enhancement, GIS enhancement, facilities management personnel,
helpdesk personnel etc. These costs are not part of AMC of the software.
Salary increment of 10% year on year is considered during operations & maintenance phase

2.

3.
6.1.10
1.

Data Development & Organization including Digitization Cost
Respective State Departments inputs would be required to calculate the units for which
digitization would be required. Assumption taken here is that each state would have
approximately 5,00,000 data records to be digitized.

6.1.11
1.

Project Management Unit Costs
It is assumed that the Project Management Unit (‘PMU’) would be responsible for the following
activities:
a. Assisting in the Bid process evaluation
b. Assist all committees including Technical Committee, Strategic Control Unit, Core
Committee
c. Due reporting and monitoring of the system implementation progress
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2.
3.

4.
6.1.12
1.
2.
6.1.13
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.1.14
1.

2.
3.
6.1.15
1.

2.
3.

d. Coordination between all stakeholders – Ministry of Mines, IBM, GSI, State Mining
Departments and IA
e. Assisting in change management process (workshops on awareness, trainings,
preparation of manuals & handouts)
f. Verification of Functionality requirements of all stakeholders
g. Coordinating in issue resolution
h. Assisting Ministry of Mines and IBM in the planning of the design, development,
implementation and roll-out strategies
The unit rates have been quoted as per the NICSI empanelment of agencies for consultancy on
e-Governance services (NICSI/E-Gov.-CONSULTANCY/2010/08).
The project management unit may be required to travel to the different IBM offices for
conducting training sessions and monitoring of the implementation activities of the IA. In this
regard, the travel allowance should not exceed 15% of the total work order for the five year
duration.
Salary increment of 10% year on year is considered during operations & maintenance phase
Change Management Costs
Costs related to training, travel and facilities for trainers are accounted in Change
Management costs
These costs are as per discussion with NIC
State Manpower Costs
Centre would provide technical manpower to the States.
For purpose of costing 15 states are considered which would be provided technical manpower
1 personnel of Senior System Analyst (Under Secretary level) level and 1 personnel of
Programmer level (Section Officer level) would be provided to each State
The cost of technical resources is as per NIC rates.
Salary increment of 10% year on year is considered during operations & maintenance phase
State Hardware Costs
It is assumed that States may require end user computing hardware including desktops, UPS,
scanners, printers and bar code scanners. These costs are accounted under State Hardware
head
For purpose of costing 15 states are considered which would be provided end user hardware
AMC of 10% is considered on the hardware provided to the States.
NIC Centre SCU
NIC resources would be deputed in Strategic Control Unit (SCU). The breakup of resources is
as follows:
a. Technical Director (Director level) – 1
b. Principal System Analyst (Deputy Secretary level)– 2
c. Programmer level (Section Officer level) – 7
Involvement of SCU is considered from development phase.
Salary increment of 10% year on year is considered during operations & maintenance phase
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7

Implementation Strategy and Way Forward

7.1 Implementation Strategy
MTS at Centre (Ministry of Mines and IBM)
MTS would be the backbone of the entire working with respect to mineral concession, regulation and
development at the Centre. The development of the system would take place at the Centre with close
monitoring of IBM and NIC. The key features of implementation at Centre are:
► Development of all MTS modules and roll out of Centre modules such as online registration, online
return filing, online submission of mining plans, online inspection schedules, generation of MIS
reports etc.
► Implementation of workflow based system at Centre
► Digitization of TMIS database of IBM
► Populating common data repository of concessionaire data with the information received from
states. In case of physical data register, data would be digitized at Centre. In case of existing
software/ database at Centre, data would be migrated into MTS database.
► Interfaces with State Government Departments and Exploration agencies on the sharing of data
related to concession application, grant, and management modules as per the requirement of the
Ministry of Mines and IBM.
The outcome is automation of Centre processes and interface of common data repository with State
databases.
MTS at States
Each State has the following three options to choose – One, adopt MTS in entirety; Two, adopt only one
or more modules of MTS; Three, provide the requisite data to MTS in electronic form without adoption
of any module (s) of MTS. In the second option, while a data interface between the State’s existing
system and adopted MTS modules would be provided by the Implementation Agency, the State may or
may not plan for integration of the two systems on its own.
A single web interface for the entire country to the external stakeholders like entrepreneurs could also
be provided. All information pertaining to specific minerals or States could be obtained from that single
source. Even State specific transactions, like application submission, royalty payment, return filing,
could be undertaken at that portal. In case the States prefer to retain their own web application, this
common portal could provide a link which will route the user to the State portal. In that case,
transactions would be undertaken on State specific portals. State modules like royalty; transit pass etc
would also be accessible through links provided on MTS portal.
Out of the three scenarios mentioned above, in case the State opts for first or second scenario, the
MTS customization, to the extent outlined below, and implementation at State would be provided for by
the Centre. Recognizing the criticality of the ICT equipment and manpower for success of the project
and considering the request of the States, each participating State would receive support for
hardware/ equipment, if required, and for two technical persons to cater to their ICT needs. The key
features of implementation at States are listed below:
► Customization for states:
o Customization of workflow for concession grant and management
o Change in form fields (request for additional data to be captured)
o Making the system multi-lingual (default language will be English)
o Rename of user roles/ entities (transit pass/ ravanas, Secretary/ Commissioner)
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Sharing/ notification of information (States would like to be informed when a revision
application is filed with the Tribunal)
► Implementation at States with State control on State level data
► All State services like payments for royalties and dead rents, transfer of concessions, extension of
concession period, discontinuance, and relinquishment of areas would be processed online
o

The outcome would be e-enablement of State Mining Departments’ functioning and exchange of data
with the Centre.
GIS for Centre and States
It is to be noted that all mining concessions are location specific. Hence, it demands an integrated
system with necessary GIS interface. The GIS system will be a multi-layer as well as multi-scale from
1:50,000 (RP, PL around SOI reference) to 1:4,000 (Cadastral Map Interface for ML). In this context,
GIS would showcase the concession area boundaries, GSI maps, cadastral map, forest layer maps and
others on the topographic maps of Survey of India, provided as a service by NIC. It would help any
applicant to select area for applying for any type of lease/ permit. States would be required to upload
digitized maps for each concession granted by them. For the current data at the States,
Implementation Agency would digitize and plot on the spatial maps. Post-implementation of this
system, the applicant will have to provide digital maps with DGPS surveyed data. The States with State
Remote Sensing Organizations could make it mandatory for the applicant to get the GIS data vetted
from these entities. Key features of GIS implementation are:
► GIS data collection from States, base topographic maps through NIC, exploration data from GSI and
other relevant data from respective agencies would be collected and plotted on spatial maps
► Seamless integration between GIS and MTS components for efficient management of concession
applications by the respective State departments
The likely margin of error in the GIS component would be defined and standardized. All existing holders
of mining leases would be directed to complete the geo-referencing of their lease area, while areas held
under mining lease and relinquished by the lease holders in the past would be identified for georeferencing by the State Government.
The outcome would be GIS maps made from the digitized data provided by the states.
Support from Implementation Agency
In order to execute the above said components, an Implementing Agency (IA) would be selected. The
IA’s functioning would be monitored by IBM and NIC. The following activities would be undertaken by
the IA:
Implementation phase:
► Project planning
► Assessment of GIS inventory availability
► Mineral inventory data standardization
► Preparation of technical documents on MTS
► Organization, design and inventorization of spatial data
► Design and development of MTS Solution
► Integration of MTS solution with current software/ modules at Ministry of Mines and IBM
► Customization of MTS solution for implementation at States
► Development of MTS portal
► Testing of the entire solution
► Implementation of solution as Proof-of-Concept
► Human resource capacity building
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Installation, commissioning and roll-out of hardware and software
Setup of web hosting in DC and DR
Digitization and porting of data for Ministry of Mines, IBM and States
Define protocol for GIS data exchange and geo-referencing in MTS between entrepreneur/
concessionaires and States
Post-Implementation phase:
► Maintain MTS portal and the application modules
► ICT infrastructure administration
► DC/DR maintenance and operations
► AMC for ICT infrastructure
► Helpdesk support for 5 years
► Handholding and training
► Preparation of Customized Management Information System reports
►
►
►
►

Apart from the activities for the implementation agency as mentioned above, other stakeholders would
play important role in implementation of MTS.
Implementation Schedule
All the three components, viz. MTS at Centre, MTS at States and GIS integration, would be undertaken
concurrently by the IA. It is envisaged that the period of contract for the IA would be 7 years. The
process of selection of the IA should take six months beginning with the process to finalize tender
documentation. It is estimated that the design, development, configuration, customization, integration,
installation and commissioning of MTS at Centre as well as State should take around 2 years’ time. The
stabilization period, in other words, the operation and maintenance period, has been considered as 5
years.

7.2 Governance Structure
Although IBM, supported by NIC, has been assigned the role of execution of the project, successful
implementation would require pooling of capabilities of different stakeholders at the Centre as well as
the States. A number of decisions, strategic and operational, would need to be taken. The
implementation of the project would need to be monitored and corrective actions taken. Therefore, to
govern the functioning of the entire project, a multi-tiered governance structure has been proposed, as
snapshot for which is given below.
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Figure 14: Governance Structure
Core Committee (CC)
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Secretary, Ministry of Mines
Additional Secretary, Ministry of Mines
Joint Secretary, Minerals and Regulation
Economic Advisor
Financial Advisor
Controller General, IBM
CCOM, IBM
State Secretaries (Selected States)
DDG, NIC
Joint Secretary, GSI
Representative from NSRC
Member Secretary from IBM

Strategic Control Unit
► IBM Team
► NIC Team

Technical Evaluation
Committee
► As per GFR 2005

(Implementing agency, GSI,
State nodal officers would be
interacting as and when
required)

Project Management Unit (PMU)
► Experts in
► MTS functionality
► ICT
► Monitoring and evaluation
► GIS
► Change management and capacity building

The roles and responsibilities of the above depicted committees are as follows.
Core Committee
Core Committee is the apex committee for MTS implementation. The decision of Core Committee would
be considered final in all cases. It is suggested that Core Committee would hold status update and
resolution meetings every quarter till the implementation of MTS (first two years) and bi-annually post
implementation (up to five years). Some of the tasks for Core Committee are as follows:
► Finalize and approve Detailed Project Report on MTS
► Provide final approval for implementing agency
► Resolve issues, if any arise, between various stakeholders
► Review implementation with reporting from IBM, NIC, SCU and PMU
► Provide overall guidance on implementation and stakeholder coordination
Strategic Control Unit (SCU)
Strategic Control Unit would be set up to closely monitor and lead the MTS project. SCU will monitor
overall MTS with respect to design, development, coordination, technical inputs, and inputs from other
departments, implementation & roll out. Role of SCU would be:
► Coordination among stakeholders for info exchange, issue resolution
► Technical inputs on MTS design and development
► Handhold user departments
► Oversee implementation and monitor day-to-day activities
► Verify bills and recommend payments
► Handle administrative matters (issue orders, call for meetings)
► Report to Core committee
► Coordinate with Technical Evaluation Committee
► Contract management including issue resolution, change order etc.
► Plan for empanelment of agencies by IBM for DGPS survey at State level (which is a check measure
in addition to verification by respective State remote sensing authorities)
IBM, supported by NIC, would form the Strategic Control Unit for the project. The primary
responsibilities of IBM would include administration activities of the entire project, all stakeholder
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coordination and management of contract with the consultant as well as the IA. It will recommend
further course of action for MTS after the IA exits. The entire secretariat as well as mining domain
handling role would be that of IBM.
The key roles of the NIC team would be to provide technical direction to the project by involvement in
MTS design & development, support Core Committee in review of deliverables, monitor customization
requirements of States and advice on optimal solution and guide local IBM and State teams in MTS
adoption. While IBM would be the nodal agency for mining domain roles, NIC would be the nodal agency
for providing ICT expertise. Successful implementation and management of the project would require
about 10 ICT posts at the central level and two ICT posts in each State. The Ministry of Mines would
create these posts under the project, which would be manned by NIC personnel, under a MoU. NIC will
provide support to the project with a dedicated team of personnel deployed against the posts created
under the project. For providing secretarial assistance and technical advice on various matters to the
SCU, a Project Monitoring Unit shall be appointed by the SCU. The responsibilities of this PMU, starting
from managing the tendering process for procurement of Implementation Agency, are described below.
Technical Evaluation Committee
As prescribed in the General Financial Rules, 2005, a Technical Evaluation Committee will be
constituted at Ministry of Mines to manage vendor procurement, including finalizing tender documents
(RFQ and RFP) and evaluating tenders. PMU will support the functioning of this committee.
Project Management Unit (PMU)
PMU would consist of the Consultant who would assist all the three Committees in their day to day
functioning. Key role to be played by PMU will be as follows:
► Monitor overall supply, installation, customization, commissioning and rollout of MTS
► Support CC and SCU
► Day-to-day progress monitoring and review of implementation
► Conduct user acceptance tests, scrutinize bills and recommend payments
► Oversee change management
Role and responsibility of States
States would play a key role in the successful implementation of MTS since the entire mining life cycle
is executed at State level. The responsibility of States is divided into parts: before selection of
implementing agency and post selection of implementing agency. Both are described below.
Before selection of IA
► Appoint a senior official as the State nodal offer for the project
► Sign Memorandum of Understanding with IBM
► Establish State Implementation Unit for sustainable change
Post selection of IA
► Providing information about the requirements of the State with respect to manpower (ICT) and end
user computing
► In case of full adoption of MTS
o Validate functional requirements, system requirements and Service levels
o Detailed study of State and MTS processes and inform SCU on configuration &
customization changes required
o Provide data in physical / digitized format to implementing agency for digitization/
migration
o Monitor digitization and oversee customization by implementing agency
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GIS maps will be authenticated by the States through State Remote Sensing Agency /
Department as already being done by some of the States
► In case of interface with MTS
o Identify interfaces for State to communicate with MTS
o Undertake system development/ upgrade the system to align to new Act and data
requirements established by SCU for MTS
o States to digitize data as per applicability to communicate electronically with MTS
► States to provide information, perform user acceptance testing for the State specific modules or
interfaces
► Provide information on service level performance of implementing agency
o

7.3 Digitization Strategy
Digitization is the process of converting any physical item such as a paper record, photograph or
graphic items, into an electronic representation. Digitization of records is a tool that supports the
objectives of greater organisational transparency, knowledge sharing and policy continuity by providing
ease of information access, retrieval and storage of official records.
Digitization is undertaken for the following reasons;
► Reduction of Paper and Storage Costs
Digitization reduces the need for physical space while also preserving vital data/records.
Further electronic records offer greater ease of information access and sharing.
► Easier and faster retrieval of data
Documents which are in a digitized form can be retrieved easily and can also be used for
references at the click of a mouse. Faster retrieval of data would give an impetus to decision
making while also increasing the productivity of individual employees.
► Archival Preservation
This reduces the need for original hard copies of documents. Often confidential data which
might not be of everyday use may need to be referred at some future date. Hence digitization
would preserve such documents in the long run. Further the digital copies can be accessed
through the online database.
Goals and Objectives
The Ministry and IBM at the central level and the Department of Mines at the State level deal with large
volumes of data/information. Such data is useful from the stand point of decision making impacting the
internal efficiency of the Department besides facilitating interface with the concessionaires. Much of
this data is unorganised in the form of physical documents and a very limited volume has been entered
online. The functioning of the departments is affected when such records cannot be retrieved in a
timely manner. Therefore, there is an urgent need to facilitate digitization of the available records.
Digitisation has the following goals and objectives;
► Receipt of all electronic information and conversion of all physical documents into electronic
format,
► Effective receipt and systematic storage of official records,
► Faster search and time bound retrieval of records when required,
► Monitoring the movement of records over its life cycle,
► Facilitates weeding out of records in a timely manner,
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► Effective protection against risks such as disaster, fire etc.
Data Sources for digitalization
The data sources with reference to the mining administration can be grouped into 3 categories:
► Ministry
The data sources include applications for Prior Approval and Revision Applications. Under the
MMDR Act, 1957 the States require prior approval from the Ministry with respect to grant of
concessions for certain categories of minerals. The hard copies of the applications requesting
for prior approval are maintained by the Ministry. Further in cases where the concessionaires
are not satisfied with the decision of the respective State Government, they can file revision
applications with the Ministry challenging the decision of the State Government. Currently
though the revision application is received as a hard copy, the contents of such application are
transferred online by the Ministry.
► IBM
Technical Management and Information System (TMIS) is the collective name representing all
the databases of IBM. The data sources for IBM are as follows:
· RP/PL scheme statistics
· Mining Plan
· Mining Closure Plan which has to be ratified by IBM
· Returns filed by concessionaires
· Records regarding correction of lease’s details
· Transfer of Mining Lease a copy of which is sent to IBM
· Documents submitted for renewal of mining leases
· Copies of inspection reports submitted to IBM
· Approvals regarding discontinuance of mines
· Notice for stoping
* Note: The implementing agency would also be responsible for assessing the database architecture of
TMIS and integrating with the new MTS database or migrating the data to the new MTS database. The
idea is that the manual updation of the TMIS data should be eradicated and the system should take care
of the updation of the mineral inventory database.
► States
The States studied in course of this project have their own databases which cater to their
peculiar requirements. The data sources of the States include the following;
· Applications for grant of mining concessions
· Renewal of mining concessions
· Decisions on grant of mining concessions(LOI)
· Data regarding transfer of mining leases
· Decisions on renewal of mining leases
· Records regarding payment of royalties
· Records of transit passes issued to various concessionaires
· Inspection reports submitted by Mining Inspector
· Observations made on revision applications forwarded to the Ministry
· Recommendations regarding discontinuance of mines sent to the Ministry
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Types of existing data
The data which is available with the Ministry, IBM and the State Governments is stored in different
forms;
► Physical documents
The maximum volume of data which is available is in the form of physical files and hard copies.
This is especially true of the States where there is a lot of reliance on hard copies in the day to
day functioning of the department. Most of the States do not have an online database for
mining and are forced to refer to physical documents.
► Digitized database
This contains data/information which has been incorporated in an online database. The
database used by different States is depicted in the table below;
S.No Centre/State
Database
1.
Ministry
of MCAS, TMIS
Mines/IBM
2.
Karnataka
SQL Server 2005 and SQL Server 2008
3.
Gujarat
SQL Server 2005 and SQL Server 2008
4.
Rajasthan
Oracle 10G
5.
Chhattisgarh
MapInfo application which allows access to a variety of databases
(Microsoft Office, Excel, SQL Server, Oracle)
► Legacy database
This contains old archived information which may be used for referencing as and when the need
arises. Such information is often required for purposes of record keeping.
Digitization Strategy
The digitization strategy would comprise of 4 phases;
Figure 15: Digitization Strategy
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► Creating an inventory of existing records
The objective behind creating an inventory is to identify and create a list of all types of records
that are currently available at the Ministry level and in the States. The first step would involve
physical inspection of records. The next step would involve classifying them into logical
categories. Those records which are in dilapidated condition and cannot be used further shall be
discarded after approval of the designated authority. The documents which cannot be scanned
but are in a readable condition should be reconstructed by data rewriting/ entering in the
system and the same shall be recorded on the top of the document as well as in the lists/
system.
► Review and validation by the stakeholders
After completing the inventorisation of old records, the inventory data shall be made available
to the respective owners to review and make decisions on which records are to be discarded.
The department shall comprehensively go through the inventory list and mark in the list the
files under processing. Further the parameters for discarding the old records shall also be well
defined. It is recommended that the records weeding out policy is reviewed and modified to
facilitate weeding out of old redundant records. Further there should already be a file plan, an
information security plan and a retention schedule in place prior to launching a digitization
project.
► Devising modes for digitization
The next step would involve devising modes for digitalization of data. This would involve
mapping the various processes with regard to their mode of digitization. These would include;
·

Scanning
This essentially refers to scanning of physical documents/hard copies which could then be
uploaded in the document management system. Scanning of all pages of an individual record in
the page number sequence shall be carried out using high speed, extra sensitive scanners
capable of handling various types of paper. These shall be immediately correlated to the
electronic file and physically re-filed. Scanning shall be done in a phased manner keeping in
mind the utility of the documents.

·

Data Entry
Data entry operators could also be used to manually transmit data and figures from hard copies
to the online database. This method would be used to transmit data which cannot be
transferred through any other means.

·

Data Migration Tool
This refers to the use of a data migration tool like ETL (Extract Transformation Load) which
could be used to transfer data from excel sheets and legacy database to the online system.
The table below lists the documents/records which are to be digitized along with the
corresponding modes of digitization. Data which has current utility as in the case of existing
concessions would need to be entered in the system by the data entry operator. Those
records/data which do not have current utility like concessions which have expired would need
to be scanned and entered in the system as they might be used for some reference/record
purposes. Further those data which are already part of an existing database would need to be
migrated to the new system.
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S.No Mode of digitization
1. Scanning

2. Data Entry

Table 17: Mode of Digitization
Documents
 Letter of Intent for mining concessions which have expired
 Mining Plan for concessions which have expired
 Copies of Reconnaissance Permit, Prospecting License and Mining
Lease for concessions which have expired
 Copy of Prior Approval for concessions which have expired
 Returns (monthly and annual) and Notices for concessions which
have expired
 Inspection Reports for concessions which have expired
 Royalty payment acknowledgement form for concessions which
have expired
 Registration forms submitted by all concessionaires/applicants
 Notice of commencement of operations for concessions which have
expired
 Scheme of reconnaissance for concessions which have expired
 Scheme of prospecting for concessions which have expired
 Transfer of PL/ML which have already expired
 Application for renewal of concessions (expired)
 Notice for appointment/resignation/termination change in address
 Annual report for concessions which have already expired
 Show cause notice and violation letters in relation to concessions
which have expired
 Orders made by Tribunals
 Notice for discontinuance of mines
 Notice for commencement of stoping
 Notice to lessees for forfeiture of financial assurance
 Letter of Intent for existing mining concessions
 Mining Plan for existing concessions
 Copies of existing Reconnaissance Permit, Prospecting License and
Mining Lease
 Prior Approval for existing concessions
 Returns and Notices for concessions which are in operation
 Inspection Reports for concessions which are in operation
 Royalty payment acknowledgement for concessions which are in
operation
 Notice of commencement of operations for concessions which are
existing
 Scheme of reconnaissance for concessions which are existing
 Scheme of prospecting for concessions which are existing
 Transfer of PL/ML which are existing
 Application for renewal of concessions which are existing
 Notice for appointment/resignation/termination change in address
 Annual report for concessions which are existing
 Show Cause notices and violation letters in relation to concessions
which are existing
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S.No

Mode of digitization

3. Data
Source

Migration

Documents
 Orders made by Tribunals
 Notice for discontinuance of mines
 Notice for commencement of stoping
 Notice to lease for forfeiture of financial assurance







National Mineral Inventory
Mines cum production
World Mineral Intelligence
External trade
Mines control and conservation of minerals
Mineral consumption

► Execution of the digitization framework
This would involve operationalisation of the procedures mentioned above. Execution would
involve implementing the strategy devised at the ground level with due regard to the
peculiarities of each stakeholder. The following elements would need to be considered while
executing the digitization strategy:
· Digitization as per requirements of information sensitivity
Careful consideration should be given before digitising records marked as “Strictly
Confidential,” “Top Secret,” or those containing sensitive personal information. This is critical
to ensure the records are only accessed by those on a need to know basis, and to reduce the
risk of possible unauthorised access to sensitive information. During the digitisation process
any security classified records (hard copy and digital) should be kept separate from public or
unclassified records. This is done to ensure that classified records can be managed as a
separate group, in addition to being protected for future records declassification initiatives.
· Defining of targets/deadlines for digitization
This would involve defining timelines for digitizing the existing records/documents. Hence the
timelines for transformation of the existing documents using the modes described above i.e.
scanning, data entry and data migration would be fixed by the document owners and would be
strictly adhered to. The timelines would be defined after considering aspects like volume of
data to be digitized, number of data entry operators required, number of scanning machines
needed, the data migration tool which is to be used etc.
Digitization could be done in the following 2 phases;
· First phase involving digitization of records relating to existing concessions
· Second phase involving digitization of records relating to concessions which have already
expired
The following type of manpower would be required for digitization of data:
· Data Entry Operator
· Operator responsible for scanning of documents
Further the requirements of digitization would vary from State to State. States which have an
already existing online database would have the option of either availing the new system or some
middle path could be adopted by incorporating their features in the new system. The
requirements of manpower and the skill set of such manpower would depend on the current level
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of automation of the mineral administration of that State. The task of digitizing the records
would be more complex for a State like Chhattisgarh where the functioning of the department is
totally dependent on papers than a State like Karnataka or Gujarat which has an already existing
database. In States where the task of digitization is not so cumbersome the same manpower
could be used for the purposes of data entry as well as scanning while States where this needs to
be taken on a large scale would require separate manpower for both activities. Further the time
taken for digitizing the records and integrating them in the new system would also vary from
State.
Based on our study of the mining regime at the central level and the 4 States, the table below
shows the manpower (tentative numbers) required for digitizing the records for each State.
S.No State
Manpower required Infrastructure
Time for digitization
required
(Months)
1. Karnataka

2

2 PCs, 1 printer

6

2. Gujarat

3

2 PCs, 1 printer

6

3. Rajasthan

3

2 PCs, 1 printer

6

4. Chhattisgarh

5

4 PCs, 1 printer

12

Note: This is based on our observations in course of our visits to the Ministry of Mines/States and would
need to be validated by the respective stakeholders

· Integration with the existing database
This stage would involve linking the digitized documents into the Document management
system prepared by the implementing agency. This would enable the availability of the digitized
information within MTS for the internal and external stakeholders. Appropriate tagging is also
to be undertaken by the implementing agency to facilitate search functionality.
· Monitoring
The PMU once created would be getting periodic reports from the implementing agency on the
progress made based on the project plan created for digitization of records.

7.4 Way Forward
Introduction of MTS would necessitate changes in the mining sector and would also entail some risks
which need to be mitigated as and when they arise. Following are the next steps which need to be
undertaken towards the success of this project.
1.

Constitute committees
As described in detail in previous chapters, following committees are to be constituted/ charter
amended, for which Ministry of Mines, IBM and NIC would be key stakeholders:
► Core Committee
► Strategic Control Unit
► Technical Evaluation Committee

2.

Setting up of State Implementing Units, which will include two ICT personnel by States
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3.

Liaison with other departments
Centre would be required to liaison with following departments
► GSI for exchange of information on exploratory data (maps) through a directive from Ministry
of Mines
► NIC for three services, viz. Immovable infrastructure for data centre/ disaster recovery,
NICmaps and NICnet

4.

Finalization of DPR and RFP
Implementing agency would have to be selected for developing and maintaining the application and
provide turnkey solution including hardware, network and services along with the application. Once
the DPR is approved, tender documents would need to be finalized and floated in the market.

5.

Selection of IA and PMU
For selection of implementing agency, RFQ and RFP would be floated and implementing agency
would be selected on least cost basis through a comprehensive bid process management.
A consultant for the role of PMU needs to be selected and for the purpose of continuity and saving
critical time, the current consultancy contract may be extended.

6.

Coordination with States
To implement the MTS system successfully, it is important to take concurrence from the States.
This can be made possible by signing MoU between Ministry of Mines / IBM and each State. Other
than MoU, Centre requires to coordinate with States for any assistance required by States for
implementation of MTS. Also a directive needs to be passed which requires all States to exchange
only e-files with IBM in MTS, starting 2013 (month decided as per implementation progress).

7.

Change Management
As part of the change management exercise, once the Committees are setup and State units are
also in place, workshops should be conducted to inform as well as involve all the stakeholders from
day one.

8.

Implementation of MTS
The main objective of whole exercise is successful implementation of MTS. In continuation to the
above activities, IA would implement MTS as illustrated in the implementation plan.
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8

Enclosures

8.1 Inception Report
Inception report is the first deliverable as per the scope of work mandated by IBM for the Consultant.
The purpose of this report is to present the detailed assessment conducted for the current processes
at the Ministry & IBM, which shall lead into identification of issues, process improvement suggestions
and automation planning.
Please refer to the enclosure for the Inception Report.

8.2 State Assessment Report
The Assessment reports for the four States (Karnataka, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Rajasthan) comprise
of the second deliverable in the MTS project. The purpose of the report is to gain a detailed
understanding of the processes carried on at the State level, identify the gaps with respect to the Acts
and Rules and come up with the To-Be processes which would be majorly applicable across all States.
Please refer to the enclosure for the State Assessment Report.

8.3 Functional Requirements Specification Report
The purpose of this report is to present the To-Be process, requirements - functional, non-functional
and external interface for MTS and the State system evaluation report.
Please refer to the enclosure for the Functional Requirements Specification Report.

8.4 Leading Practices Report
The leading practice report is intended to study the Mining Tenement systems across the globe and
analyze them with respect to important parameters. The study for existing mining tenement systems is
done through secondary research and countries are selected on basis of certain similarities with the
Indian mining scenario.
Please refer to the enclosure for the Leading Practices Report.

8.5 Memorandum of Understanding
Memorandum of understanding (MOU) is the contract designed to be signed between IBM and States as
the confirmation to the adoption of MTS in near future.
Please refer to the enclosure for the Memorandum of Understanding between IBM and State
Departments

8.6 Financial Estimates
Financial estimates present the overall cost of the MTS system based on the solution design presented
in the DPR. It includes components like Software, Hardware, Data Centre cost, manpower cost etc.
Please refer to the enclosure for Financial Estimates
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